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Judge Huffman wins Professor of the Year honors
by Mitchell M.T. Kam

California Court of Appeal
Associate Justice Richard D.
Huffman expertly manages a busy
judicial schedule with dedicated
teaching service as an Adjunct
Professor of Law at the University of San Diego. When questioned how he is able to find the
time to interact with his students
at USD, taking into account his
busy schedule, Huffman replied,
"I usually take the time."
Huffman, recogni~d in 1984
as •'Prosecutor of the year'' by
the California District Attorneys
Association, commented on his
latest honor. "It really is a tremendous award. You're fortunate
when you receive awards of this
fashion, particularly as a parttimer with a faculty as good as
you have at USD. That you can be
allowed to get into the finals with
those people is an honor. To be
selected, is frankly, overwhelming. I take it as a major award in
my life."

The Professor of the Year
Award was recently established
to honor faculty members for
outstanding teaching service and
exceptional personal responsiveness to students. Of the 30 nominations submitted by'students, the
field was narrowed to three after
the SBA general elections. With
Huffman's nearly 20 years of
steadfast service at USD and his
genuine interest in his students, it
is not surprising that students came
out in numbers to vote him
"Professor of the Year" during
the run-off elections.
Huffman has had a distinguished career. After graduating
from the University of Southern
California School of Law in 1965,
Huffman began his legal career
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Clean Water Act
violation ends in
$3 million fine

If patience is a virtue, the Sierra Club and the staffers ofUSD
law school's Environmental Law
Clinic are saints. Those currently
up for sainthood under Professors
Robert Simmons and Corky
Wharton's guidance are Claire
Nelson and Michael Haberkorn.

Richard D. Huffman
Adjunct Professor of Law
Associate Justice, California
4th District, Court of Appeal.

Justice on the 4th District California Court of Appeal came in
August 1988.
While admitting that he sometimes misses being one of the
managers of an urban prosecutor's office, Huffman visibly
expresses pleasure when discussing his current position. ''This is
a good court because people on
this Court hold their independent
views. There are people who you
can talk to and you can disagree

with in a professional fashion.
So, it's been a good place to work.''
He contrasted his current role with
his former role as a trial judge on
the San Diego Superior Court,
"You have more opportunity here
[Court of Appeal] to look at legal
issues in depth, and you have
research assistants who try to
explore things a little more.''
Huffman's other career as a
legal educator began early. "I
Continued from Page 1

Patience pays off for students in
Environmental Law Clinic case

by Charles D. Hrvatin

Professor of the Year

I

as a Deputy Attorney General of
California. After 1970, Huffman
joined the District Attorney's
office in San Diego. There,
Huffman distinguished himself as
a skilled prosecutor rising to the
second highest spot in the office
by 1981. Huffman later began his
judicial career after his appointment by Governor Deukmejian
to the San Diego Superior Court
in April, 1985. Appointment to
his current position as Associate

Working on a suit that had
originally been brought back in
1988, they have seen it come to a
close with ajudgmentagainst the
city of San Diego for $3 million
due to non-compliance with the
Clean Water .Act since 1983.
The EPA initially brought suit
against the city of San Diego,
charging that the city was in violation of the Clean Water Act of
1972. Specifically, the city has
not been in compliance with effluent limitations.

The Sierra Club, represented
by Simmons, Wharton and the
Environmental Law Clinic, was
granted intervenor status in the
action. A bifurcated hearing was
then held to consider water conservation measures, which are
mandated by both federal and state
law. At the time, Judge Rudi M.
Brewster concluded that ruling
on such measures would be a
form of legislation better left for
the city council.

See Clinic Wins Page 7

SBA Spring Election

Landslides, -write-ins, make for ya-wner

Hanau wins run-off; Weiss, Sullivan new VP's
Randolph wins -uncontested presidency race

Election
Results
President
Shawn Randolph

251

by Mary Smigielski

Day Vice President
Miles Weiss
Anne Dierickx
Kim Strashoon
Beth Silverman
Ian Lockhon
Dave Osbourne
Tamela Ridley
Uzi Zimmerman

156
84
3
2
2
l
l
l

After last year's heavily contested election, this year's was a
welcome relief. It ran smoothly
due to new-founded organization
and much-needed election reforms. The great number of uncontested races and landslide
victories left little room for controversy.

Evening Vice President
John L. Sullivan
Glen Argenbright
Treasurer
*Rosalinda Hanau
*Mark Bauman
Lisa Conner
Tamela Ridley
Beth Silverman
Kim Strashoon
Glen Argenbright
*Run-Off Required

33
l
105

71
61

50

2
l
l

...

Run-Off Election - March 25-26
Rosalinda Hanau
150
Mark Bauman
67
Secretary
Shirvan Shenna
Ann Broderick
Dav e Osbourne
Sue Gerry
Lynette Hee
Colin Adkins
Mark Gambarella
Jeff Gaffney
Glen Argenbright

226

For further results see Page 20

3

2
l
l
l
l
l
l

received 226 votes for Secretary
and Carl Starrett was elected ABA
Representative with 187 votes.

Three Honor Court Justices
were elected: Vince Rabago, 130
votes; Tuan Molina, 124; John
PhilpotL, 96. Warner Broaddus
became the first alternate with 73
votes; Cheryl Forbes is the second alternate with 27 votes. With
86 votes Colin Adkins became
the Honor Court's Preliminary
ShawnRandolphreceived251
Examiner.
Twenty-seven wri~e
votes in her uncontested bid for
in votes were cast for Glenn
President.
Argenbright for the Honor Court
New Day Vice President Miles
General
Council to give him that
Weiss toppled Anne Dierickx with
position.
65 percent of the vote. weiss
Class representatives were
received 156 votes to Dierickx's
elected as follows. For Second
84.
John L. Sullivan ran unopposed Year Day Representative, Robert
for Evening Vice-President and Chong, 67 votes; Danny Rodriguez, 58; Sonia Church, a writereceived 33 votes.
The race for SBA Treasurer . in candidate, 29. Shawn Skillen,
another write-in candidate with
was the only race that necessitated a run-off election. Rosalinda Hanau won a landslide vicMotions
tory against Mark Bauman in the
University of San Diego
run-off. Hanau received 69 perSc hool of Law
Alcala Park
cent of the vote to Bauman's 31
San Diego. California 921 10
percent (150 votes to 67 votes).
The general election results were
as follows: Hanau, 105; Bauman,
71; Lisa Connor, 61; Tamela
Ridley, 50.
The positions for SBA Secretary and ABA representative went
uncontested. Shirvan Sherma

six votes, became the Second Year
Evening Representative. Third
Year Day Representatives are
Noelle dela Rosa, 5 8 votes; Charlene Galanek, 48; Marty Kovalsky, 45. Liz Scott, a write-in
candidate, received 10 votes for
Third Year Evening Representative.
No votes were cast for Fourth
Year Evening Representative. A
representative will be appointed
in the Fall.
To win an SBA office, a candidate must receive "50 percent
plus one" of the votes cast for a
position. If no one candidate meets
this standard, a run-off election
takes place between the two candidates with the most votes.
Whoever receives the most votes
wins. A simple majority of the
votes is sufficient for the Representative posts.

See Election Page 20
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A view from the bench

Swan song closes door
on view from the bench
by Charles D. Hrvatin
Editor-in-Chief

I thought the writing of .this final column, of which I
have total editorial control, should be a momentous occasio!l. One which I could voice some profound wisdom
upon the outgoing graduates -- my classmates and peers - the faculty and administration with which I have worked,
friends, relatives and acquaintances that enjoy reading the
ponderous thought cycles that are translated into the
Times Roman IO-point type that you read on this page.
And because I do not hold the honorofa "four-oh" nor
the title of class valedictorian, I write here, excerpts of
what my commencement speech would have been, if I
hadn't spent the majority of my law school career working
on extracurricular activities -- such as this publication, the
laudable 1991 International Law Symposium, the 199091 Law Student Handbook, the sometimes-published Journal
of Contemporary Issues and the Student Bar Association
and its various committees which are too, too boring to list
here -- and not spending valuable time studying, briefing,
studying, outlining, studying, arguing, and studying.

Parents, Faculty, Friends, Invited Guests, etc...

Well, you get the picture of the opening pleasantries.

The Class of'9I ...

Hmmm, what do I really want to say? I guess I should
be serious, add a little humor (parking lot jokes are always
good, but stay away from a funny thing happened on the
way to graduation), make some deep suggestions of where
we have been, where we are going and what is expected of
us?
But wouldn't this be hypocritical of me to praise the
class after recently ripping into the students and staff for
their apathy. Sure, it would, but this is for those of us who
took pride in the work we did and the lecture was for the
9nys .whose head it J)~w right past I guess, I should get
back to the Graduation Address.

I have a number ofthemes that I want to address. These
are areas of which we should be aware and strive to
achieve. These are for the future ofthe Class of' 91 and the
world.
We should attain and maintain Humility. We should
have a Sense of Humor, with the Ability to laugh at
ourselves. We should be Thoughtful and Sensitive of
others, with not only a knackfor Sympathy but Empathy as
well. We should use our skills to the betterment ofsociety
participatif!g in pro bono projects and acting in a Profes'---sionally Responsible manner. And, we should be Diplomatic and Honorable in our dealings while holding True
and Loyal to our clients and ourselves. We should use
Common Sense to attain positive logical goals of society
and not merely our own private agenda.

Humility

(I know we touched on this in a Motions letter that
Brent Neck sent in, and I used it in a speech already at my
best friend's wedding. Hopefully there' s no plagiarism or
copyright infringement because I haven't sent in my
background check for California Bar Admission yet!)

A perfect example ofhumility comes in the form ofThe
Indispensable Man. A poem that rrzany now know.

The Indispensable Man
Sometimes when you're feeling important,
Sometimes when your ego's in}Ull bloom,
Sometimes when you take it for granted,
That you're the best qual(/ied in the room;

:Mar~tp[ace

of Ideas

President's Report
by Steve Smith
SBA President

1991 SBA President's Awards

The Warrens v. St. Thomas More

The last President's Report. Awesome. NotwithstandIn the past few weeks, letters criticizing the renaming
in~ a promise earlier this year to keep the editorializing in
of the law school have api)eared in both USD student
this column to a minimum, I will take this final oppornewspapers, Motions and the Vista. These letters were
tunitytostartanewtradition: theSBAPresident' sAwards.
honest and forthright, from thoughtful students who are
So, without anything left to lose, no one left to answer to,
legitimately concerned. Since then, rumors regarding Dean
and any further ado ...
Strachan's concern over the effect of these comments
have flourished, and most of these are at least part!y false.
Bonehead Award - To Paul DiFuria. Third-year SBA
Representative, now graduated, who, even though he was
my roommate, missed five SBA meetings in a row (out of
Early this year, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Warren, long-time
about twelve). Those of us who know the Slug understand benefactors ofUSD, made an offer to donate $2 million to
that he was telling the truth when he said he forgot
the law school. No strings were attached. In response to
PizzaHutStore#314Award-Towhoeverdiscovered
the offer, the University Board of Trustees suggested that
that having pizza at an event for students would increase
a gift of this size constituted a ''naming gift' ', and that
participation by 1000%. No doubt this trend will continue
renaming the law school in their honor would be appropriate. This is a common practice, among private and public
which may be for the best: some of us third year studen~
may end up delivering those pizzas.
schools, and has long been recognized by USD as a viable
George Bush Award - To Dean Strachan, brilliantly
means of honoring donors while encouraging future donaadept at foreign affairs, but still a bit confused as to
tions.
domestic policy.
More importantly, we must look at what $2 million
represents. For example, as part of an endowment this
A lot ofus are still waiting for a kinder, gentler, parking
lot.
money could guarantee 50 percent scholarships for a large
number of students each year, could be used to provide
Bonehead Award II - To whoever d~signed the front
doors to the library. They weigh a ton, requiring a running
support services to the clinics, or could be used to fund a
public interest loan repayment program, all in perpetuity.
start to get them open from the inside; pity the poor fool
who stands too close trying to get in from the outside (just
There are those who say that you just shouldn't sell some
ask Jeff" Black Eye" Koller). These doors pose a particuthings, at any cost. But, would those people say the same
lar problem for those of us who can't run or even walk.
thing if the donation were $2 billion (thus allowing the
"Radar" O'Reilly Award - To Verna, for obvious
school to retroactively refund tuition to every student for
reasons.
the last five years)? Everybody has their price, and the
Star Chamber Award- To the members of the Faculty
University's is $2 million, a lot of money which will go to
Graduation Committee, who once again managed to sea lot of good. I'll bet St. Thomas More would happily give
lect and invite a graduation speaker with little, if any, real
up his name on the sign out front to help some of those who
inp~t from ~tudents. Cruz Reynoso is an outstanding
are less fortunate join his profession.
chmce, but It would have been nice to have been consulted.
The Warrens have not threatened to withdraw their gift,
Lighten Up Award - To the stress zombies who freak
nor to take any other formal action in response to these
out when the printer in the computer room doesn't.work;
letters. They have expressed concern and disappointment,
the parking lot fills up; or the copy machine breaks. If we
however, and have decided to cancel a reception in their
could put half of this energy into the plight of the homehonor. No doubt there are some who are concerned that the
less, the elderly or the disabled, the world would be a much
&ift might be redesignated to benefit another segment of
better place.
the university. Dean Strachan has since come to SBA and
Bonehead Award III- To anybody who missed any of suggested that if students felt so inclined they could write
the following: the Fall Picnic, Gloria Allred, Martin
the Warrens thanking them for the gift
Luther King Day activities, the Symposium on the Gulf
Above all, we must never attempt to suppress a perWar. Maybe next year.
son' sright to self-expression, especially in the print media.
No Guts, No Glory Award - To those professors who
The authors of those letters are to be commended for
were invited to participate in the faculty debate on minortaking the time to speak their minds, and our benefactors
ity hiring and chose not to because it was too hot a topic. . can take heart knowing_ that they are supporting an inYou know who you are.
fromed and concerned student body. Still, editorials should
Good Men in a Storm Award - To Mitch Kam & Mark
not be permitted to become rumors. Whether you support
or oppose the renaming of the school, whether you feel
Milstein, whose participation in SBA made it all happen
this year, despite an unruly President and a skeptical
sympathy or contempt for the Warrens, please take the
constituency. These guys went so far above and beyond
time to find out the facts, and remember that theirs was a
the call of duty that they ought to be canonized (maybe we
gift of $2 million, which will benefit all of us for a long
can name a building after them).
time.
Bay of Pigs Award - Whose idea was it to have a tram
·
anyway?
Locker Recall
SBA Medal of Honor - Lastly, the most prestigious
As a result of the locker recall, 160 lockers have
President's Award (contradiction in terms?) goes to those
become available for student use. These lockers are availwho managed to keep a proper perspective and a smile
able for use on a first-come, first-serve basis. If you have
through all the law school garbage, reminding the rest of not already done so, please register with Jennifer DeWitt
us about what really matters: Dave Carducci, Stephanie
in the law school Facilties Office.
D~laney, Cheryl Forbes, Brent Neck, Shawn Randolph,
Itemsremovedfromanyoftheselockerscanbeclaimed
Rick & Sarah Madruga, Dawn Levy, Ceci Ruby, Mitch &
in the SBA office or by calling 260-4600, x4346 until
Deb Driskill, Karen Hirr, Jim & Heidi Broder.
April 19; 1991.

Sometimes when youfeel that your going,

Would leave a permanent hole,
Justfollow these simple instructions,
And see how it humbles your soul.

Take a bucket and.fill it with water;
And put your hand in it up to the wrist.
Pull it out and the hole that's remaining,
Looks quite the same as before.
You can splash all you please when you enter.
You can stir up the water galore.
Pull it out and the hole that's remaining,
Looks quite the same as before.
The moral to this quaint example,
Is just to do the best that you can.
Be Proud but always remember,
There is no Indispensable Man.
See View from the Bench on Page 2
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A view from the bench

Swansong

Continued from Page 2

Diplomacy

This is an art. Truly, diplomacy skills are nurtured in
law skills, but I know the urge to argue something in an
overly zealous tilt is destructive to the total package that
we strive for in a complete education. Climbing the ladder
from high school to college and post graduate work, we all
are indoctrinated to the diverse philosophies that make up
our society and with that is the idea ofacceptance ofjust
that -- divergent views. You don't have to agree but you
should allow the individual to hold his beliefs and apply
the basic tenets set forth in the first amendment. As
advocates we must use open-mindedness to our advantage
andlearnfromeveryexperience.Insimplestterms, ''know
when to hold 'em, know when to fold 'em, know when to
walk away.''

Loyalty

Be loyal to friends.family and clients alike and you
can't go wrong. It is easy to say but not always easy to do.
It seems an inbred problem exists when a client deliberately lies to you and you end up with the mud on yourface.
But you must represent them zealously nonetheless.
In law school it is different. Something can be said for
the camaraderie that is built up in law school. It has often
been said that misery loves company. (Pause, for laughter.
At least I would like to think so.) Everyone knows going
and coming out that, practice or not, our peers will be
shaping and molding the world in which we live.
.. If tflis ~pqer;_h,, to,o!, sound~ far.rzili(lr it pro,~,a~ly is,., A
similar speech was recorded by scribes many years ago.
Probably2,000 years ago. The scribes were Matthew and
Luke. The speech is referred to as the Beatitudes. And it
was delivered by a man named Jesus. I hope there are no
outstanding copyrights, but I am sure the power of the
Lord is with us in this hour as we celebrate.
Christian or Jew. Moslem or Mennonite. Or just plain
old secular practicing attorney, these are words to live by
... to be followed and ideals to be ca"ied on. Professional
responsibility dictates it and dignity and esteem for humankind mandates it.
So go forth and keep in mind that whatever the future
brings, we will be part of it ... at the forefront. And it is
a big job that requires many tools. Hopefully, those that I
listed will help us through. Congratulations, to us all!

Tempos Fugit

Getting back to the actual column, I should say that it
would be quite ponderous to deliver an address of the
magnitude linked with graduating from law school. No
less engrossing is putting those words to print in this forum
and sharing them with the readers.
I hold it an honor to have served the school in this
capacity for the last two years and I wish nothing but luck
to all my classmates (some will definitely need it). Law
school itself . . . has been an experience. Cubs great Ernie
Banks used to go out to the ballpark and say, "Let's play
two (meaning a doubleheader)." I can safely say that I
won'tbecoming backforanLL.M. But I know I'm a more
well-rounded person for making it through law school and
must now move along into the future.
This is my swan song, my final tribute to law through
sports and other creative analogies. For those that entered
law school after my tenure began may assume there is
massive pomposity coming from this office with a lofty
title such as A view from the bench. However, as I
explained when I took over it is based on my past, my
present and my future. Although I don't refer to them I
thank all my friends here and away from school and
mostly my family.
I love baseball analogies and I wanted something that
would link America's pastime and the law. Since, I
worked for the Padres in their 1984 National League
Championship season and was lucky enough to get a
World Series ring I bring this from my past. As a law
student and past baseball player the bench comes from the
double-entendre team bench or court's bench. The future
is in my view. I try always to look forward. And when
looking back, I do it to learn. Those who don' t learn from
the past are destined to repeat it

--- 3
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NEw IPresident5s Report
by Shawn N. Randolph
1991-92 SBA President

Sense of Humor

We should all learn to laugh. Not just ha-ha, but
laughter while realizing that it is okay to mess-up once in
a while. We are only human. We should not take ourselves
so seriously that we are bent to the level ofmany attorneys
in recent history that have burned themselves out with 100
kazillion billable-hour firms or of the more fatalist suicidal end that came to many professionals during the Stock
market crash.

April 16, 1991

Now that the 1991-92 Student Bar Association officers
and representatives have been elected, we are looking
toward the next academic year. We are currently working
with the 1990-91 SBA to make a smooth transition into
next year's council.We, as a student body, have been very
lucky to have had such outstanding and committed people
working for us in our student government. They will be
missed, but I am confident that the newly elected SBA
council will be just as hardworking and faithful to student
concerns.
There are already plans in the work for next year.
Undoubtedly you have seen (ad nauseam) the petition that
has been floating around Classes that relates to the clinical
programs. I have been working to get it processed and
presented to the adfuinistration before the end of the year,
and I hope that it will have some effect in time for the
1991-92 class registration. Without a doubt there will be
long waiting lists again this year for many of the clinical
programs if the problem is not addressed.
The petition is reprinted below (approx. 550 signatures), along with a resolution that passed with nearly
unanimous SBA approval. Copies of the petitions and the
resolution will be presented to both Dean Strachan and Associate Dean Shue.

***

PETITION
To: The U.S.D. School of Law Faculty andAdministration
From: The Student Bar Association
Re: The Clinical Programs
... The purpose of this petition is to alert the USD School
of Law administration and faculty to student concerns
regarding the clinical programs. Because of the limited

number of sections available, there is an inadequate
number of spaces available to meet student needs.
Currently, the clinical programs include such classes as
Advanced Trial Advocacy, Criminal Clinic, Civil Clinic,
Environmental Clinic, Interviewing and Counseling, and
Negotiations. These programs are designed to teach
students the essential skills of actual practice.
All of these courses have significant waiting lists each
semester they are offered. As evidenced by these waiting
lists, students are unable to obtain the practical skills they
feel necessary for their legal education.
The· undersigned ask that the administration add
additional sections, teachers and resources to the clinical programs that are consistently oversubscribed.

***

SBA RESOLUTION
WHEREAS the Student Bar Association of the University of San Diego School of Law is aware that there is
an inadequate number of spaces available to meet student
needs in most of the clinical programs, and
WHEREAS a substantial number ofUSD law students
have expressed a desire to see more resources devoted to
clinical programs,
IT IS RESOLVED that the SBA supports USD law
students in their request that additional sections, teachers,
and resources be made available to existing clinical programs.
IT IS FURTHER RESOLVED that the SBA requests
that the law school administration address this problem as
soon as possible.

***

I'am looking foI"Ward to serving as your-SB A President
for next year. Thanks for your support, and please feel free
to come talk to me should you have any concerns about
next year's SBA.

Time, law school bring changes in latitudes
I took offfor a weekend
last month,
just trying to recall the
whole year,
all ofthe faces and all of
the places,
just wondering where
they all disappear ...

I learned to appreciate the
Beauty of Southern California and was thankful that I
didn'tgoto a school where it
was snowing outside in February. I also learned to appreciate Southern California
as more than a vacation spot.
Yes, I've learned to appreciate much more than the world
of ideas and academia these last three years. As the sun
set, I didn't think about the homework that I was neglecting, but about how thankful I was. After all the disappointment, humiliation and frustration I've experienced these
last three years, I realize that it has all been worth it. For
I've not only grown intellectually, but as a human being as
well.

In the Right
Mark Brnovich

Last weekend, with little
desire to do any outlining or reading, I grabbed my
Walkman and a Foster's oil can and headed to the beach.
Instead of pondering questions of world peace and ·the
creation of a better America, I popped in a Jimmy Buffett
cassette and thought about the last three years of my life.
Specifically, about law school, and how fast it has gone
by, and how much I've grown.
I remembered arriving at USD with great expectations.
I, like almost everyone arriving at law school, did not
doubt my abilities. I figured that after skating through
college with relative ease, law school would be much of
the same. I was wrong.
My decision to watch Magnum, P1. and Morton Downey,
Jr. instead of briefing cases my first year, cost me dearly.
Instead of finding myself at the top of the class, I was a
member of the pack. For someone used to academic
success, this was hard to swallow.
Rather than getting too depressed. I came to the realization that almost everyone coming to law school is highly
successful academically before they arrive and it is not
possible to have everyone finish at the top of the class. I
also realized that it was my own fault, and the decisions
that I made on when and what to study that affected my
grades. Content with this knowledge, I figured that I
would do enough to graduate, so I should relax and enjoy
myself my second and third years.
Thus, I made an effort not to get wrapped up in the
everyday competition and pressure of law school but
instead enjoy and appreciate everyday as it came. I learned
to appreciate professors, such as Professors Cole and
Kelly, who made coming to class enjoyable and mencilly
challenging. Or Professor Siegan, who as an ideological
mentor was always willing to talk and discuss any issue.

It's these
Changes in Latitudes, Changes in attitudes,
nothing remains quite the same,
· all of my running and all of my cunning,
if we couldn't laugh,
we would go insane.
-- Jimmy Buffett
Changes in Latitudes
Motions accepts unsolicted articles and letters to

the editor for publication. The preferred method of
submission is on a 5 1/4" IBM-compatible floppy
disk with a printed copy of the article, the name of
the file and the word processing program used and
the name and phone number of the author. No unsigned articles will be considered for publication, but articles may be published with name withheld. The disks will be returned. The list of word
processing systems compatible with our system is
listed elsewhere in this issue.
Signed opionions are those of the author and are not
necessarily those of Motions
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Latest Warren chapter closes with show of student support

Letters to Motions

Dear Editor:

I am writing regarding the recent controversy over the
renaming of the law school. Two student editorials seem
to accuse the Warrens of making their gift contingent upon
the renaming of the law school, which is apparently
incorrect. The Warrens are upset because of the controversy their donation caused.
Does anybody really care what name appears on the
sign outside out law school? As far as I am concerned, this
is the University of San Diego School of Law. I could not
'------------------~---l care less whose name is on the building. If the Board of
Trustees wants to rename the building after someone

Student tired of late-semester teacher aggresiveness
Dear Letters to Motions:
It's happening again. Maybe you've noticed it too?
They are getting hostile, snippy, rude and downright
mean. "They" are our professors. Formerly even-tempered, well-mannered (relatively) professors; seemingly
content to gently lead and coax their flock to a fountain of
knowledge. Okay, I'm exaggerating. I don't think anyone
could describe the "law school experience" in such
pastoral terms with a straight face. Even given the normal
ups and downs of the moods of both professors and
students, we all seem to function tolerably well together
until "it" happens.
''It" is the last month of class. And "it" is upon us
again. And true to form "they" are upon us again too.
Now, I don't expect that professors, being people also,
won' t on occasion become fed-up and frustrated with the
dispassionate bunch of people law students are. I can
surely sympathize with the professors -- they've done their
damndest to encourage and entice students through the
:year only to be met with terminal apathy.

~·•rifff'•lPr.~.

.L.a,w..,J ~-~hool
by Jon Ocepek

What it's all about .. ..
As my law school days come to an end
I feel the urge to wax philosophical (or
something like that.) Please bear with me.
I think back on this odyssey of the past
three years and I wonder what I've learned
... about myself ... about others . .. and
about this noble subject called law.

Myself

First and foremost, I feel that if nothing
else, I can take away from my law school
experience the things I've learned about
myself. Most notably, from those at times
gut-wrenching, soul searching days of first
year I believe I learned much about myself; what I am capable of; and what I am
not capable of ... where my interests lie
and where they do not. Throughout law
school, there were those willing to work
harder than me and those who were simply
brighter than me. I take my hat off to them.

· But, that's their job. With the risk of sounding indelicate, we, the students, pay good money to be here; and we,
the students, will suffer directly the adverse effects of our
apathy when grades come out. If such strong economic
incentive as an ever shrinking job market and ever expanding debt does not motivate us, neither will tantrums
and sour looks from professors.
We do not need to be scolded as if we were naughty
kindergarteners. If professors do not have control over
their classes by the end of the semester, they have no-one
to blame but themselves. If they are 400 pages behind
where they intended to be, we didn't make the assignments; and not that this will come as a great surprise but,
we don 'thave time to read the last400pages of the text for
the last week of class. We've done our assignments·(some
of us) through the semester. We just want to take our
exams and get out of here. So professors of USD, please
don't take it out on us; take it out on your spouses the way
the rest of the world does.

making a generous contribution, then they are free to do
just that. The faculty, administration, students, and quality
of the school still remain the same.
I can't speak for the Warrens, but I would be pretty
damn upset if someone questioned my motives for making
a donation. We can at least show a little appreciation and
respect rather than biting the hand that offers a generous
gift.
The University of San Diego is a non-profit organization that relies heavily on outside donations. Maybe some
of these donors do expect something in return, maybe they
don't. If their motives are not truly humanitarian, they
have to live with their own consciences. In either case, we
should not jump to unwarranted conclusions about their
motives.
Many universities and colleges name buildings after
people that make important contributions. Some ·buildings
bear the names of people who donate tQeir time and hard
work. I see no logical reason to treat the two differently.
The point is that these people have made important contributions to the growth and maturing of this university. To
berate them for being generous is, quite simply, irresponsible.
I would also like to remind the readers that the University does not name buildings exclusively after rich donors.
The University renamed an undergraduate building to
honor the late Bishop Maher. But then again, I'm sure
somebody will also find a way to criticize that action as
well.
I would like to extend my personal apologies to Mr. and
Mrs. Warren. I am quite frankly embarrassed by the
contents of the two opinions that appeared in the last issue
of Motions. I can only hope that you realize that these two
voices do not speak for the majority of students at USD.

Sincerely,
Carl H. Starrett

Gina Fiore

eptjlogue resounds with peer praise

respect and admiration. Again, years from
now when I see a name in the newspaper or
a face on TV news (hopefully on good
terms) I will proudly tell others, yes, he or
she was a classmate of mine. Wherever
our callings take us, from the feistiest
litigators to the most meticulous transactional attorneys to those who choose to go
into public service, business or the myriad
of other careers that our legal training has
prepared us for in one way or another, may
we do ourselves, our families and friends,
our school, our professors, administrators

and classmates proud.

Peers, profs & the populace

Finally, I thank those of you that I did
get to know. I also thank those that I didn't
get to know; those to whom I was perhaps
just another ID number, name on a seating
chart or face in the crowd; classmates,
professors, the secretaries and administrators, (especially the women in Records),
the women at Career Planning, the men
and women of Financial Aid, the librarians, the custodians.

JL__

To you my classmates I implore, take
pride in your accomplishments, learn from
your failures, keep an open mind, respect
the opinions of others but, needless to say,
take issue where you must, appreciate and
respect the things that make others different from yourselves, look for the good in
others not what you perceive to be their
faults, remember the things that make us
human, take time for family and friends,
for laughter ... take time to smell the roses
... I will not forget you and I wish you all
the success in the world.
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Continuum of friends

Though I may not know all of my classmates, the ones that I do know, I do so on
a continuum fromjustknowing their name,
to acquaintance, to colleague, to trusted
friend. Surprisingly, . . . or perhaps not, I
feel can put many names together with
faces of those who do not know me at all.
Probably more of you than you would
believe.
From first year section B, from A to Z
(or in this case W), from Tori Allard to
Chris Whitten, I will remember your names
and faces and days from now I will harken
back to those days of first year and that
singularly unique experience that we will
all forever have in common. To the names
and people in my class that I came to know
on that same continuum, from first year to
third; whatever comes you will have my
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Guest Commentary

"How I'll spend my summer vacation ... again!"

Editor's Note: This article originally
appeared in Motions, under the title, "'How
I spent my summer vacation"or "Life in
Hell."' With the upcoming barfor. the 1991
graduates, it seemed appropriate to run
the story one more time.

These people rank anywhere from supremely
cocky to completely and totally paranoid.
This group should be avoided at all costs to
preserve your own sanity.
The bar exam itself consists of three
sections: ( 1) six essays worth 39 percent of
the total exam, (2) two performance exams
worth 26 percent, and (3) Multistate Bar
Exam worth 35 percent. The total amount
of points possible is 2000. A passing score
is 1440. However, the actual grading is
much more complicated.
TheMBEisequated toallpriorMBE's.
For example, raw scores are converted to
scaled scores which make all current testtakers look like all previous test-takers.
The MBE has its own minimum passing
score of about 67 percent correct. The
written scores on the exam are then scaled
to the MBE (i.e., converted to a distribution that has the same mean and standard
deviation as the MBE.)
After all scaling is complete, those scoring 1466 and above pass, those below 1390
fail. Those between get their written exams graded again. If you:r exam gets a
second look, the first and second readings
are averaged. Above 1440 passes, below
1412 fails. Those now between 1412 and
1440 get a third look by a reappraiser who
re-reads your entire examination and determines on the whole whether you pass of
fail. Of course none of this is really important to anyone taking the bar, except it explains w by the results are not reported until
the Friday after Thanksgiving.
The exam is administered over three
days. The morning session starts at 9:00
a.m. and goes until 12:00 p.m. The afternoon session goes from 2:00 p.m. to 5:00
p.m.
On the first day of the July '90 bar exam
the morning session consisted of three essays
covering, criminal procedure, civil procedure, and community property. The essays
were straightforward and everyone left the
examination room feeling very good. There
was talking, laughter and joking as we left.
In the afternoon, the performance exam
was difficult but manageable. People left
the exam with their good mood from earlier in the day a little tempered by the

by Robert Mclaughlin

Imagine a life with no joy, no fun, no
time, and no sports. That is life when you
are studying for the bar. For example, my
schedule was the following: ·up at 6:00
a.m. and study for one hour; at 7:00 a.m.
get ready for work; work from 8:00 a.m. to
12:00 p.m.; have lunch and then study till
6:30 p.m.; attend bar review from 7:00
p.m. til 10:00 p.m.; go home have dinner
and study til 11:30 p.m.; watch news and
then go to bed and do it all over. My life
was typical of a student studying for the
bar exam.
Most people studying for the bar exam
can be categorized into three basic groups:
(1) the average student with average study
habits; (2) the anal retentive student; and
(3) the repeater student (someone who has
taken the bar exam before). I and most
other bar examinees fell into the first group.
The second category is composed of
those students (and you know who you are)
who finish their outlines two weeks before
class ends. (The rest ofus never even made
an outline.) For example, I have a friend,
who shall remain nameless, that got up
every morning bright and early to have
breakfast at school so he could wait for the
law library to open. He then studied all
morning until 12:30. Thenhewouldattend
both a bar review and a Multistate review.
· Afterwards, he ·went back to the library to
study til it closed at midnight. Sixteen
straight hours of studying. It made me tired
just watching him.
The last group is composed of those
who have taken a bar exam in the past. This
group includes people who have failed a
previous bar exam, out-of-state attorney's
taking the California bar exam, and those
who have taken the bar so many times
there is no chance they will ever pass.

performance exam, but overall upbeat.
have adequately prepared us for the multisThe second day consisted of the Multistate day of hell.
tate exam. This is an exam of 200 quesThe big key to survival of the exam is
tions (100 in the morning and afternoon)
stamina. In writing this article I purposely
testing general principals of law in seven
included how the majority of people felt
categories: (1) Contract; (2) Torts; (3) Real
after each exam session. This was not done
Property; (4) Criminal Law & Procedure;
to bore you (actually it was to fill up
(5) Constitutional Law; (6) Evidence; and
space), it was to show how over the three
(7) Remedies.
days you cover the entire spectrum of
Everyone came in prepared and strangely
emotions and anxiety. The best preparaupbeat. It did not last. The morning session
tion is therefore to practice remaining calm
while taking practice questions under
was extremely difficult. Every question
appeared to have two correct answers. Many
simulated exam conditions. The more you
people who rigorously prepared for this
force yourself to finish the practice quesportion of the exam were no better off than
tions in the allotted time span the better off
those who just did the minimum preparayou are. This will prepare you for the time
tion. On leaving the examination room for
pressure of the real exam. Then before the
lunch you could hear a pin drop. There was
exam avoid the anal retentive and repeater
no laughter or talking unlike the first day.
students. All they will do is make you
No one looked forward to the afteruptight and nervous. Remember the more
noon, especially since all of us had been
relaxed you are during the exam the better .
warned that it was usually harder and longer
off you are, so try to control those emothan t.h e morning session. Undaunted, we
tions and fear.
charged into the examination room. As it
After the exam, DO NOT DISCUSS IT
turned out the afternoon session was a little
WITH ANYBODY! Instead go out and
easier - just a little. People left after the
get drunk, party, or do whatever you do to
second day of the exam happy it was over relax (use your imagination). Many people
and not feeling all that good.
go on vacation after the exam. I highly
The last day was the same as the first. In
recommend this. In my case I was working
the morning we had three essays .testing
so I took off only a week and a half and
wentto Idaho. While there I did everything
evidence/criminal procedure, professional
responsibility, and corporations. These
I had not done while in my sedentary lifestyle of studying for the bar. I fished, got
essays .were not complicated and except
for the professional responsibility essay
drunk, hiked, got drunk, went horseback
were fairly easy. By the afternoon every- . riding, got drunk, and in general just did
one was looking forward to just finishing
whatever I wanted -- and got drunk. If this
the exam. The afternoon performance exam
is not your idea of fun you can go to Europe
or Mexico for an extended vacation as
was typical of past performance exams the
bar committee had given and most people
many of my frie~ds did.
Whatever happens; always remember,
handled it without much trouble. This was
in the worse case scenario, you have to
one question where the bar review course
take the exam again. The world will not
really paid off.
end, and perhaps it will be better off withAs you could guess, in preparing for the
out another attorney out there. If you rebar exam you must take a bar review
member this you will have a better percourse. They prepare you for the exam and
spective on the exam and be more relaxed
provide a much needed approach to studyin taking it. Maybe you will even have a
ing. Also, I highly recommend you start
better perspective on what it is to be a
doing multistate questions early in your
lawyer. As they say, not even the best atstudying. Hopefully, the more you do the
torney can win every case. See you in the
better you will get at them. In our case, the
July ' 91 bar exam!
consensus was that all the questions in all
the multistate books in the world could not

McLaughlin is a USD Law School Class of 1990 graduate. He is currently practicing law in San Diego, and studying for the July 1991 Nevada Bar.

Third-year -- on the road again as law detour ends
Many of my first-year' 'section-mates''
will remember the beginning as a yearlong ride on the (section) A-train from
Hell. Who could forget Professor Brooks
challenging us to "say something elever,"
Professor Kelly and those ''Frigaliment
Chickens" (what would Best v. Southland
say about that?), or animated Professor
Nolan as poor Mrs. Seffert as she was
dragged down· the boulevai;d by an RTD
bus?
Other memories that come to mind are
studying, among other things, 300+ civil
procedure questions with Brad Weinreb;
passionate, fist-pounding advocate Brent
Neck establishing himself early as the future Moot Court Chairperson; enduring the
beginning of what would turn out to be

by Mitchell M.T. Kam

·For me, law school had never been a
part of the master plan. An MBA and an
eventual business and civil service career
had always been the primary objective.
So, in a sense, law school was honestly an
afterthought. It seems like just yesterday I
was enjoying a summer of Criminal Law
before the beginning of my first year oflaw
school. Many had forewarned me of the
masochistic journey I would endure through
the three years of a legal education. In
some ways they were correct, but in many
other ways the voyage has been a very
rewarding one, highlighted by many significant memories.

My Last Cartoon
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months of construction and the infamous
year-end book burning ceremony at the
beach.
·
I have enjoyed working with the Lawyering Skills program over the past two
years, where I have been continually im-.
pressed by the quality of student work that
has improved with each entering class. It
has also been a pleasure interacting with
students, faculty and administrators while
serving on the Student Bar Association.
Though there have been a number of
complaints that have .been voiced as we
outlasted many months of change, our law
school has improved tremendously over
the last three years. In 1988, I remember
frequently correcting people as I told them
that I attended USD and not USC. Today,
USD is rapidly establishing its own distinguished reputation. Committed faculty,
administrators and students have worked
diligently to make our law school truly
great. Greatness never comes easily, but it
is a realistic goal for USD.
The recently completed Pardee Legal
Research Center provides a first-class facility that will continue as an invaluable
resource to us as we begin our professional
careers. The meteoric ascendance of our
moot court and mock trial teams into national prominence and consistent legal
scholarship exhibited by the San Diego

Law Review are examples of the excellence cultivated at USD. The additional
generous endowments provided by Sol Price
and the Warrens will undoubtedly create
more opportunities for USD students and
faculty alike.
During the next several months most
Class of 1991 graduates will see the passing of a number of milestones. From
graduating, to taking and hopefully passing the bar, and the initial transition from
student to legal practitioner, the ensuing
events will all be significant. For me, I'll
be finishing that MBA and pursuing a
business and civil service career. This
three year detour through law school has
been filled with many lifelong friendships
developed through many months of both
joy and frustration. It has all been worthwhile. Many view a law degree as a means
to an end, the practice of law. However,
these last three years have prepared you for
much more than that. You venture into
your professional careers with highly developed analytical skills, experience from
exposure to a myriad of perspectives and,
hopefully, an understanding of- how all
those little pieces fit into the big picture.
, So, good luck to the Class of 1991
wherever your legal education may take
you. And at the risk of sounding sentimental, thanks for the memories!
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Pu6{ic Interest Law
Center for Public Interest Law

Chari.ce of passage ex,c ellent for anti-secrecy bill

Research by Center
leads to intro by
Sen. Judiciary Chair
from the CPIL Office

A model bill researched and drafted
by USD's Center for Public Interest Law
(CPIL) has been introduced in the current
state legislative session by the powerful
chair of the state Senate Judiciary Committee, Senator Bill Lockyer. CPIL's bill,
Senate Bill 711 (Lockyer), would prevent
parties to litigation from entering into socalled " secrecy agreements," under which
important information uncovered during
litigation and relating to public health and
safety may be secreted in sealed court files
forever.
As part of its general research and clinical efforts, CPIL has taken the lead in
litigating and developing model statutes to
encourage public government, often called
"sunshine statutes." This particular bill
would be a landmark step for California.

Although court anti-secrecy laws have been
enacted in two other states, and although
the San Diego County Superior Court has
adopted a local rule limiting such secrecy,
CPIL' s alternative goes further than other
precedents in assuring public disclosure of
non-privileged public court documents.
Secrecy agreements have become more
and more commonplace as defendants in
civil lawsuits -- often manufacturers or
large corporations -- demand that files be
sealed as a condition of settlement in order
to protect themselves from widespread
public exposure.
One example for instance, according to
the California Trial Lawyers Association,
scores of victims of fiery car crashes have
filed lawsuits against General Motors, alleging the auto manufacturer knew GM
gas tanks were vulnerable to puncture during
high-speed crashes. The victims say these
fuel leaks were well-documented by the
company, which estimated that the cost of
fixing the tanks-- from $8.59 to$11.59 per
car -- was too high. In settling these suits,
GM has consistently used secrecy agreements to keep closely held and controver-

More Hall PILF

Pledges sought to fund summer
public interest law internship
by David Carducci

The More Hall Public Interest Law
Foundation is currently holding its Fourth
Annual Pledge Drive. The Pledge Drive is
scheduled to run from April 8-18.
The organizatiOn will be soliciting
pledges from students and faculty of'the
law school. Money raised goes toward
funding of paid summer internships for
students choosing to work for public interest legal organizations. To make a pledge,
look for the MHPILF table on the first
floor of the law school.
MHPILF's requested pledge is one day's
earnings from a student's summer orpostbar exam employment. For example, a
student earning $12 per hour and working
an eight-hour day would pledge $96.
However, there is no minimum pledge
amount, and pledges of any size are welcomed. The organization is urging those
students reluctant to pledge a full day's
earnings to at least make some small donation. Many small pledges will still add up
to much needed legal assistance for the
under-represented interests in our society.

Win-win situation

There are many reasons why students
should make a pledge. First, it is an all-win
situation for everybody. Public interest
law agencies get much needed legal assistance from clerks they otherwise could not
afford to hire. Student interns gain valuable work experience in the public interest
field. And, a pledge i~ one way a law

student can satisfy his professional responsibility to provide public interest legal
services.
Recent studies have confmned that access
to the legal system is seriously limited for
the poor in this country. Many groups in
the legal community are urging adoption
of mandatory pro bono for all attorneys to
address this problem. If lawyers and law
students want to avoid such an imposition,
they must drastically increase their voluntary contributions to the problem. One way
to do this is to make a donation to an
agency such as More Hall PILF that provides legal service to the poor.

Duty as a professional

The state puts great restrictions on who
is admitted to practice law. Because of
this, lawyers reap great profits from the
system through high legal fees. Since lawyers
are eager to take advantage of the system
for their own personal gain, they should be
willing to give back to that system. A
justice system that only serves those who
can pay is a flawed system.
Lawyers need to accept the responsibility they take on when they swear to serve
the system as officers of the court. Making
voluntary contributions of work or money
is the way to do this.
Finally, any students complain they
cannot afford to make a pledge. To this one
can only respond with the ancient Hebrew
proverb: "I complained I had no shoes
until I met a man who had no feet.''

sial documents out of the public eye.
SB 711 would ban secrecy agreements
in personal injury and wrongful death cases
unless disclosure of the information would
(1) violate constitutional privacy rights;
(2) place in jeopardy "whistleblowers"
who provide information to public officials; or (3) make public a privileged trade
secret.
"America's courts are public, not private, institutions," according to CPIL
Director Robert C. Fellmeth. " The taxpayer pays for the judges and the court
system to enforce our laws. This public
judicial system should not be expropriated
by private parties seeking to conceal public danger for their mutual benefit, which
could lead to the prospective injury of the
public at large."
SB 711, which is also supported by
consumer advocate Ralph Nader, CalPIRG,
Consumers Union, and numerous other
public interest organizations, is a followup to the Center' s sponsorship of Assembly Bill 2249 (Friedman), which was signed
by former Governor Deukmejian in September 1990. That bill makes it a crime for

a corporation or manager to knowingly fail
to warn the appropriate regulatory agency
and affected employees of a serious concealed danger associated with its product
or operations.
The Center for Public Interest Law,
which is celebrating its 10th anniversary
this year, is a combination academic clinic
program, public interest law firm, and
lobbying/advocacy organization. Headquartered at USD in San Diego, it has branch
offices in Sacramento and San Francisco.
One of the Center's primary goals is to
make the regulatory function of state government more efficient, visible, and responsive by serving as a public monitor of
state regulatory agencies.
Through its student interns, CPIL
monitors approximately 70 state agencies
which regulate. business, trades, professions, and the environment, and publishes
a quarterly academic journal, the Califo rnia Regulatory Law Reporter. In November 1990, CPIL was endowed by Sol and
Helen Price, through a $1.8 million gift
which created the Price Public Interest
Law Chair.

Oceans video aired on KPBS,
copies available for vie~ing
San Diego pollution was the focus of a
report by Walter Cronkite on last Wednesday, April 10, on KPBS, Channel 15. The
project was taken on by !he San Diego
Oceans Foundation.
Bay pollution here in San Diego, has
been the subject of a recent debate about
the health of marine life, potential dangers
to people eating fish from the bay and risks
to swimmers who could be exposed to
bacteria and viruses.
According to Executive Producer Carl
Nettleton, the Foundation undertook the
video project to examine the facts about
the bay. Lacking neither scare tactics about
the bay's demise nor pat assurances about
its health, the video seeks to understand its
status.
"The Oceans Foundation hopes the video
will help build bridges of communication
where they are most needed and contribute
to all of us joining together to take care of

this most valuable body of water,'' Nettleton said.
The Emmy award winning production
team of Winters Productions produced the
30-minute video for the foundation.
Sea World of California provided underwriting of production costs. ''Sea World
not only provided funding support, it provided in-kind services such as providing
photographers to take advantage of special
shooting opportunities and hosted a special premiere of the event in late October,'' Nettleton said. Additional funding
support came from the Ellen Browning
Scripps Foundation. Nettleton expressed
gratitude to both organizations for their
contributions.
The Oceans Foundation has VHS copies of the video available to organizations,
schools, libraries and government officials
interested in the San Diego pollution issues.

More Hall Public Interest Law Foundation

1991 SPRING PLEDGE DRIVE

April 8-18
Law School - First Floor
For more information
Contact David Carducci
or
A More Hall PILF Member

American Red Cross
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[NVIRONM[NJAL LAW
Clinic Wins: City dralVs $3 million fine for violation

Continued from Page 1

In January 1990, the city agreed to
install secondary treatment systems as part
of a proposed Consent Decree of which the
city and the EPA entered. The Sierra Club
lodged an objection due to the fact that
water conservation measures were not
included in the decree.
In the Sierra Club motion to reject, it
was argued that the proposed consent decree
was lacking due to the fact that it didn't
include water conservation measures.
Additionally, it called for large quantities
of chlorine to be used. According to Claire
Nelson, the Sierra Club believed, " that
there was a better alternative and a less
costly system than that contained in the
proposed consent _9ecree.''
A hearing was held, Nov. 1, 1991, to
determine whether the proposed consent
decree was in the public interest. The Sierra Club opposed the decree for the reasons stated above. At this time Councilman Bruce Henderson was also granted
intervenor status.
Brewster' s final ruling on the matter
was continued until a February hearing
when all parties would be allowed to present evidence on any harm to the marine environment caused by the existing treatment system at Point Loma.
Citing a Dec. 7 memo from Clinic staffers, Brewster's reasoning was that "if no
'substantial harm' result[ed], then maybe
secondary treatment, as required by the

consent decree, is an unnecessary expense.''
According to Haberkorn and Nelson, who
have over two years experience on the case
between them, "the judge's reasoning
appeared to be in direct contradiction with
the Clean Water Act's requirement of
secondary treatment to attain specific effluent limitations. This requirement is based
solely on effluent limitations and not receiving water quality."

Finally a Decision

Just last week, Judge Brewster found
that the Point Loma plant was causing
substantial environmental harm. He also
concluded that the Sierra Club should be
granted everything it had fought so long to
accomplish.
In a memorandum decision, Judge
Brewster considered environmental impact evidence and cited three factors that
led to a finding in favor of the Sierra Club.
The balanced indigenous population (BIP)
surrounding the outfall; the impact of the
outfall on the Point Loma kelp beds; and
the level of disease-carrying pathogens in
the effluent encroaching on recreational
areas in the kelp beds were all detailed in
the decision as the court used this evidence
to form its decision. What the judge termed
a "suspicious erosion of kelp" in the southern region of the kelp bed complicated any
definitive conclusion as to the cause; but
by a preponderance of the evidence the
court was unable to find that the effluent
was not responsible.

nally drafted by the Environmental Clinic
The third, and most significant factor,
which takes into consideration water conthe concern for public health, was clearly
abused with bacteria levels above levels . servation.
allowed under the California Ocean Plan
All new construction or remodeling perat least 10 percent of the time with some
mits would require lower volume toilets
days reaching as high as 100 times the
and restrictive-flow faucets and shower
lawful level. As a risk to scuba divers and
heads; reselling of any building will reother recreational users of the area, the
quire retrofitting to the specifications for
court determined it to be of significant
new and remodeled permits; and finally
harm to the environment. The memoranthe city shall offer rebates to residences
dum pointed out that with the treatment of voluntarily retrofitting. The city's funding
some raw sewage from Tijuana, bacteria. of the project should be no less than $500,000
levels could be expected to rise.
per year. The court has retained jurisdiction over the matter for five years to assure
compliance
by the city.
Penalty Phase
Judge Brewster determined that the city's
Future Forecast
chronic sewage spills·are substantially seriousness in nature. However, the city has
The future prospects bring with it a .
made some progress in areas such as havlittle more waiting, but at this point things
ing restaurants follow guidelines to avoid
seem to have taken shape. The existing
grease blockages in collection lines and
Point Loma outfall will be extended and
there is no damage to the environment
the use of chlorine will be eliminated in the
traceable to toxins or heavy metals from
Point Loma region. The Sierra Club conthe Point Loma facility.
tinues to press the need for a South Bay
In assessing penalties, the court noted reclamation plant
that under the Act fines could be levied
However, it is presently unclear whether
or not the city will pursue further variance
totalling over $229 million. Based on the
evidence presented, however, the court or waiver actions from the secondary treatment effluent limitations. All that seems
imposed a penalty in the form of a $3
million fine against the city. Of that total,
left is the wait f<;>r approval.
$500,000willgotothe U.S. Treasury upon
When asked if the Clinic's job was
entry of judgment with the remaining $2.5
done, Nelson said, ''The Clinic will conmillion also earmarked for the U.S. Treastinue to follow the project until the consent
ury unless the city enacts the proposed
decree is entered .... Or until any other
four-element credit project -- one origisetbacks occur."

Earth Day festivities planned
throughout the city and bay
by Victoria Black

an ~rwiRoorn~ntaL Hnpact statl!tnent

message at 496-6666.

EarthFair 1991 will be celebrated in
Local College Festivities
Balboa Park on Sunday, April 21, from 10
Earth Day at San Diego State Univera.m. to 5 p.m. Three hundred booths and
sity
is slated for April 18, from 10 a.m. to
exhibits throughout the park will display
3
p.m.
Environmental organizations will
improved methods of environmental congather
on
the lawn and there will be a rally
servation.
at
noon.
Earth
Day Festival 1991 at UCSD
Among the many displays will be Recyis
on
April
19
from 11 a.m. to 8 p.m. with
cling and Composting demonstrations;
local
reggae
bands,
displays and speakers.
Alternative Energy Park; Xeriscape (minimal water landscape) demonstration; NaOther Area Happenings
tive American Medicine Wheel; and NatuThe Blue Planet Benefit is scheduled
ral Food Pavilions promoting good health.
for April 12, from 6 to 8:45 p.m. The
The EarthFair will also be a showcase
benefit starts with the film of an astrofor local and international music entertainnaut's eye view of the planet earth. A
ment, performance art and environmental
reception follows at the Science Center,
speakers. The World Stage at the Organ
with food and live music from Fattburger.
Pavilion will feature Dr. Noel Brown,
Tickets are $20, with proceeds going to
Director of the United Nations EnvironEarthFair and other Earth Day activities.
mental Programme and Brooke Newell,
More information is available by calling
Director of United Earth, presenters of the
international Earth Prize. The 500-mem- . 272-7370.
Earth Day on the Bay will take place on
ber UCSD Gospel Choir will close the day
April 20. Organizers suggest San Diegans
with song. Reggae and folks bands will
"get a cleaner San Diego Bay for Earth
also headline at the Sun Stage and the
Day." The registration fee for the boating
Starlight Bowl. Children can enjoy the
puppet theatre, face paintings, plays and event is $ 15 and includes T-shirt commemorating the day. A free concert is also
nature walks as well.
included in the event.
EarthFair 1991 is a free event open to
Proceeds benefit community education
the public. Parking in the Balboa Park viand awareness concerning cleanliness of
cinity will be difficult so the public is
urged to take the trolley, bus or bike. Ace. the bay. Last year, the $48,000 raised enabled installation of 11 interpretative wildParking on Third and Ash Streets at the
County Administrative Building and at . life ~igns in the area.
A run to benefit ancient forests of cen1600 Pacific Highway provide parking and
tral Oregon is set for April 28. The Rain
a shuttle service to the park every 15 minForest 5-kilometer run & I-mile walk will
utes for the event.
·
wind through San Diego's Mission Bay
Volunteers are needed for the event.
Park. Registration information can be obIndividuals interested in volunteering may
tained by calling 272-8316.
call 272-7370 or the 24-hour recorded
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First Year Review and
Advanced Seminars

Be Prepar~d and Pass Your Final Examinations
Be Prepared for Finals

What FYR!Advanced Seminars Will Do For Your .. .

J:

• Review specific areas of Law through Outlines designed for each area covered.
This material is not available in published form .
• Provide Exam Approach and Checklist for each area covered.
• Provide Exam Analysis and Issue Spotting for each area covered .
• Develop Outline Organization techniques for each area covered.
• Structure Adversary Arguments within the IRAC format.
• Provide Writing Technique for each area covered.
• Outline and Analyze two final exam hypotheticals for each area covered.
• Provide Excellent Review for Multistate Examinations.
• Most of all, train you to Write Superior Answers.
• In addition, each student will have the opportunity, to Write one Exam Hypothetical in each
subject area. The completed exam may be sent to Fleming's Fundamentals of Law, 21661
Criptana, Mission Viejo, CA 92692, along with a blank cassette tape and enclosed self~addressed
,, envelope (required for its return):,-The exam will be critiqued extensively through c;iudio cassette
and returned to the student.

•Wednesday, April 3, 1991
6:30 pm to I 0 :30 pm

CIVIL PROCEDURE

CONTRACTS U-U.C.C

{Includes Civ. Pro. l/Civ. Pro. II)

*Friday, April 19, 1991
6:30 pm to I 0 :30 pm

REAL PROPERTY

II

(Sale of Land, Recording Act,
Easements, Profits & Licenses,
Covenants, Equitable
Servitudes, Zoning)

II

(Strict Liability, Vicarious
Liability, Products Liability,
Nuisance, Misrepresentation,
Business Torts, Defamation,
Invasion of Privacy)

(Assignments /Delegations,
Third Party Beneficiaries,
. Conditions, Damages)

* Saturday, April 20, 1991
I :00 pm to 5:00 pm

TORTS

II

(Strict Liability, Vicarious
Liability, Products Liability,
Nuisance, Misrepresentation,
Business Torts, Defamation,
Invasion of Privacy)

.

"
~

• Monday, April 8 , 1991
6:30 pm to I 0:30 pm

TORTS

~··The

· . . ;t

SCHEDULE OF CLASSES
• Saturday, March 30, 1991
12 Noon to 5:00 pm

Write ...
---

"'. .,'f , I

~ Right
Way!

-~,

•Tuesday, April 9, 1991
6:30 pm to I 0:30 pm

REAL PROPERTY

II

(Sale of Land, Recording Act,
Covenants, Equitable
Servitudes, Zoning,
Landlord!fenant Relations)

* Sunday, April 21 , 1991
I :00 pm to 5:00 pm

CONTRACTS

11.-u.c.c

!Assignments/Delegations,
Third Party Beneficiaries,
Conditions, Damages)

The Pre.-Registration Price for Each Seminar Other than Civil Procedure - $50.00
Registration at Door if Space Available - $55.00
• Courses will be held at California Western School of Law, 350 Cedar Avenue, San Diego - Room 28

* Courses will be held at The Ramada Old Town, 2435 Jefferson Street, San Diego - The Aztec Room

I I Seminars to he Held in Orange County April 22nd through May I, 1991 . If you have any questions please call.
Courses Not Available Live are Available on Cassette Tape with Corresponding Outline. Price - $55.00

Course Lecturer: PROFESSOR JEFF FLEMING
Attorney at Law • Legal Education Consultant

For the past ten years, Professor Fleming has devoted his legal career towards
the development of legal preparatory seminars designed solely to aid Law Students
and Bar Candidates in examwriting techniques and substantive law.
Mr. Fleming's experience incl udes the Lecturing of Pre-Law School Prep
Seminars and First, Second and Third Year Law School Final Reviews. He is the Organizer and Lecturer of the Baby Bar ReviewSeminar and the Founder and Lecturer of
the Legal Examination Writing Workshop. Both are seminars involving intensive exam
writing techniques designed to train the law .student to write the superior answer. He
is the Founder arid Lecturer of Long/Short Term Bar Review. In addition, Professor
Fleming is the Publisher of the Performance Examination Writing Manual. the Author
of the First Year Essay Examination Writing Workbook and the Second Year Essay
Examination Writing Book. These are available in California Legal Bookstores.
Mr. Fleming has taught as an Assistant Professor of the adjunct faculty at Western
State University In Fullerton and is currently a Professor at the University of West Los
Angeles School of Law where he has taught for the past eight years. He maintains a
private practice in Orange County, California.

r---------------------------------,

IREGISTRATION F ORM

(PleaseType orPrint)

I
II Name·.------------------------------~
I Addre ss: _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ __
I
I City:- - -- - - -- - - -- - -- -'--- State: _ _ _ _ Zip: _ _ _ _ __
I
I Te le phone:
: Law School: ~------------ Numbe r of Semeste,rs Curre ntly Enrolle d : _ _ _

I seminars to be Atte nde d : - - - - - -- -- -- - - - - - - -- - -- - - 1
Form of Payme nt: 0 Check 0 Mo ney Orde r (Make Payable to: Fleming's Fundamentals of Law)
I
I
Fo""1""'''-"" "'•"d'"•
FLEMI NG'S FUNDAMENTALS OF LAW
Reg;•t.ationatlheDm
·
.
.
If Space Penn Its
I
1
P "" wnieo,coll
2 166 1Criptana, Mission Viejo, California 92692 • 714/770-7030
Ifie Course or Rrg1slra/1011 Procedures,

L- --------------------------------~
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Appellate Moot Court Board

Board finishes the year in strong fas hion

Winters competition gives lL's ·
chance to show off oral skills

Board unanimously votes to name
competition ·in honor of Kerig

by David Steward
The Board wants to make sure that all
students have had some background in the
On April 5, 1991, the Moot Court Board
brief material and torts is taught to both
The Ninth Annual Winters first-year
voted
unanimously to name the USD Inday and evening division. This ensures
oral advocate competition will be held
April 18-19. The competition is named
that all the students start off on equal traschool Criminal Competition in honor
footing. The competitors are not permitted of Professor Lou Kerig. The faw school
after the late Professor John M. Winters.
Professor Winters was so highly esteemed
to do additional research and may only use administration then whole heartedly 'apby his students that it was decided to name
the cases and statutes set forth in the brief. proved of ~'The Lou Kerig Criminal Law
the competition among the first-year stuThere are two rounds in the competi- Competition.''
Professor Kerig, who has been a USD
dents in his honor. The competition is
tion. The first will take place in the county
coordinated by the Moot Court Board in
courthouse in downtown San Diego on law professor since 1967, has been a strong
conjunction with the Lawyering Skills I
April 18,from6:30to9:30p.m.According contributor to the Moot Court program
professors.
to Steward, this makes the competition over the years. Even when he isn't the
The Winters competition is based solely
more realistic because it is held in a real Moot Court Board's official advisor, Proon a student's oral scores received during
courtroom. During this preliminary round, fessor Kerig is always available on a
the oral argument presented in Lawyering
all competitors will argue two rounds so moment's notice to grade a stack of 30
Skills I. Unlike other Moot Court competithat they may advocate both sides of the moot court briefs, to sacrifice his evening
Professor Dwan V. "Lou" Kerig
tions, it does not take into consideration
case. This helps to develop oral advocacy to judge oral arguments or to just give the
the brief written by the students. While
skills because it forces the students to look Board some sound advice. Therefore, it
the time to call students by their name
at both sides of the case and to come up seemed only fitting to honor Professor
normally competitors do all of their own
outside of class. Countless USD Alumni
research and brief writing, for the Winters
with effective arguments for differing sides. Kerig in some way.
BrentNeck,Chairofthe 1990-91 Board . can attest to the tremendous contributions
competitors will receive a bench brief which
There will be four finalists chosen to go
Lou Kerig has made to USD faculty over
addresses both sides of the problem. It is
on to the final round which will be held on puts it this way, ''Actually, to say that Lou
the years.
the same brief which is distributed to the
April 19, at 5:30 p.m. in the Grace Court- just supported the moot c0urt program is
A career soldier, Kerig retired from the
room, on the third floor of the law school. an understatement. He has been the backjudges.
The four finalists will be those who have bone of the program here at USD and our U.S. Army with the rank of Lt. Colonel. He
The competitors are the 12 students
began his law career graduating with an
the best oral scores and the judges' highest Board felt that we could show our apprewho are chosen as the best oral advocate
LL.B. in 1950 from the University of Texas.
from each of the 12 Lawyering Skills secrankings. This is to ensure that there has ciation to Lou by naming the Criminal
Kerig has held positions as Assistant Protions. In the event that one of the students
been consistency in the scoring of com- Law Competition after him."
Anyone who knows Professor Kerig
fessor of Law for the Judge Advocate
should elect not to compete, there are
petitors.
General; International Law Specialist; and
alternates chosen according to the next
In the Final Round, competitors will knows that he is also a gentleman inside
highest score. This year's competitors appear only be asked to argue one side. At 6:30 the classroom and out. As a semi-retired; Associate Professor before being named
Professor here at USD in 1969. He's been
in the accompanying chart.
p.m. there will be a reception and award professor of evidence, Professor Kerig has
According to Moot Court Board Mempresentations for the winners. Everyone is a sharp and witty mind, yet still takes out here ever since.
~er Dave Steward, there are basic reasons
encouraged to attend all of the events.
why the competition is set up in this manFor those who are still interested in
ner. The overriding concern is that the . doing Moat C.ourt c.ompetitions next year,
competition is held very close to finals and
yet did not make it into the Winters Comthe board does not want to overburden
petition in their first year, Dave Steward
students. Asking the students to do their
had some words of encouragement.
.
own research and writing would be too
"Some of the students who have extime consuming and could adversely afcelled the most in Moot Court have been
by Luke Sharpe
loaded with past bench briefs from this
fect students who are participating in tlie
people who did not make it to Winters their
year'scompetitions; Moot Court Board corcompetition. In addition, the competition
first year. While it is very helpful to have
Oral
advocacy
and
accolades
were
not
respondence;
and memos that were not
focuses solely on a student's oral skills
done Winters, it. is not necessary and I
without considering the research skills of would encourage those students who are the only things coming out of the Moot replaceable. Neck stated, "Not only was
Court Office last month as the Board's
the hardware stolen, but there were alot of
the individual.
interested in competing next year to do
computer
was
stolen
on
March
21
(check
files
and bench briefs that were saved on
This year's brief will cover a torts issue.
so."
date).
the hard drive that would have made the
The computer, a MAC SE-30 on loan job ofnext year's board a lot easier." Neck
from Apple-Mcintosh in San Diego, along
did say that there were some file copies on
with the keyboard were taken during the
disk that may help but much of the work
crime. Suspiciously enough a WESTLAW
will have to be done over.
terminal, used for competition research
The theft didn't affect any of the final
was left behind.
competitions since most of the work had
Vice Chair Kevin Mann found the equipalready been done for the Winters and the
ment missing upon arrival in the office the
Criminal Law Competition had already
next morning. Mann _notified both San
ended.
Diego and University Police Departments.·
The investigation is ongoing as Vice
Upon their arrival, the police found
Chair Kevin Mann has been working with
evidence of a break-in as the door of the
the Insurance Company, the administraoffice closest to the parking lot was damtion and Apple about getting a new comaged around the door knob. It appeared
puter.
that the door was broken into by the knob
Hoping somebody on campus may have
due to the fact that the knob looked as if it
information that could lead to an arrest,
had been wrenched by a vise-like tool.
and eventual return of the computer, Neck
Since that door is not usually used, it had appealed to the public, ''Anyone seeing
originally gone unnoticed.
anything suspicious during· the week of
Chair Brent Neck and Mann spoke with
March 21-28, should contact Moot Court
officers and found that it was not the first
Board members or the University Police.''
time computer equipment had been stolen
With this season's moot court competion campus. They were told that it was
tions over, there will be less harm than if
pretty common that thefts on campus octhe computer had been taken early in the
cur, and quite a few computers on campus
year. However, the crime is no less serious
Between the Criminal Law Competi1992 board members went as follows:
are stolen.
and some sort of resolve should soon be
Chair - Michael Tunink
tion; the voting to rename it in honor of
What seemed to bother Neck most was
met.
Vice Chair - Kevin Childs
Professor Lou Kerig and the Winters
the
fact
that
the
computer
storage
area
was
Townament Coordinator - Dorothy Daniels
Competition, the Moot Court Board has
Treasurer - Kipp Williams
still found time to choose its successors for
National Competition Director - Chico Marty
1991-92.
National Team: Paul Katrinak, Suzanne
Choosing the new board included the
Varco, Ed Rogan/Campbell Finlay
basis of moot court experience as well as
Four Tournament Coordinatorswere
other factors that come up in personal
HAIR DESIGN
chosen from the candidates. The four winners
interviews before final decisions were made.
are listed below:
The candidates themselves had to con4318 Voltaire Street • San Diego, CA • 92107
Alumni Torts - Leah Davis
sider the positions thoroughly as each
Jessup International La\Y - Janet Richardson
requires great time committment.
St. Thomas More Constitutional Law - Steve
The outgoing Moot Court Board anWeisenberg
223-2252
Lou Kerig Criminal Law - Julie Whalen
nouncement of the selection of the 1991by Laura Morton

Break-in), leaves . M.oot~, C.ourt~~~

Board without computer

Outgoing Board chooses successors

It'sTi01e
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RETROSPECT - USO SCHOOL OF LAW OVER THE PAST FOUR YEARS THERE HAVE BEEN MANY ACTIVITIES FOR LAW STUDENTS. THE PICTURES INCLUDED HERE ARE JUST A FEW.

W/111

HIGH CALIBER SPEAKERS LIKES UPREME COURT JUST/CE SANDRA DAY O'CONNOR AND E CONOM/ST MILTON FRIEDMAN SET TO SPEAK

NEXT YEAR THE &HOOL OF !AW CONTINUES TO BE A LEADER IN THE LEGAL FIELD.

1991 INTERNATIONAL LAw AND Poucy SYMPOSIUM

1990 BARRISTER'S BALL

1989 NATHAN_SON LECTURE

Photo by Marcus Hale

Motions ---
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RETROSPECT - USO SCHOOL OF LAW

1989 CRITICAL LEGAL STUDIES LECTURE

~ DEAN KRISTINE S TRACHAN

LEGAL RESEARCH CENTER RENOVATION
1988 SUMMER ABROAD

/

l

-~·

1989 HALLOWEEN PARTY
1990MoREHALLLAWREVUE

Moor CouRT WINNERS

Nathaniel L. Nathanson

12 ---
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RETROSPECT - USO SCHOOL OF LAW
HALLOWEEN

INTRAMURAL 5oFTBALL

Fifth Annual
Barrister's Bair

April 13, 1991
Omni Hotel

Downtown San Diego
Sponsored by Phi Delta Phi and the SBA

1989

April 16, 1991
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through the years
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Students Selected for
Committee Positions
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e"'paruion of the faculty, six·
fold incrt"aM" in the size of the
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dlf(' In m1110nty ~I '1111!l or l~rk ol tt11mom1c mt-an111 or bnlh. Thfov WM"C t"nrnfll"d in
a !l1"N'".1:il A.ffirnia11vP J\('flnn P rrcr11m 1n whic h lhf'y rf"C{'1v..d ~tra imli~idual
ltllf'r\ll"n. ~JIN.·1all.\· tn !ht- L'1!al Melhnd ~ttltorl <"onciocled h~· Pt""flfMl!i•lf
~~~~:~:1.11~~~1..~-rrf' ""'l'llrftl tn driextn wnrk in an cHorl to nvercnme lllC'ir pas1

\\'hth• ii i!l rnn ....,rl~· lo 115."lf'!lll lhe- ll'llal imp.a('/ of thi~ flffll!T'am. nr 1hat n( '";r
Sunon1rr Sd1nn.I for f'TtlPnnlll !ltudenl~ in RenM':il. P...,ttv indit:a lu•m arl' tha l ii
" "R!l mutf' "K. rf"'!l.\ lnf (i('cpi le !lnme diccnoe~1111r: prnhl1·rlill of admimlllra lu >n
Ll1~ r.'11e 1111• r o1n1nr: }c~r nur part.11me far ul t y wrll alsobif' f'nllllneftl by 11~
a rkhru" ' •ti :i 11t1n 1bn' of d111111nwun1hcod prar 111iorwni a nd 1ud1u~.
_Nrw ., f1J~ll'K'1 Prnf~,.or.i :1rl": .SU!l.in ,\lr'l.:mder •i'nvPrly I.aw nnd J,pe1/
\\rlfll•I! ' . ' ''""""" ~ f nhn 11'rnf~CllW1a l R~m.•1hili lv l . J a mf'I F"Jn.vd 1('•"""
·•,• 1l11l 1un:il I,;, • St:' ~1o:ir . J u th! e ll erhe rt K:itr
• (\11nkrup l <"J La w :ind
I ro1·r-tu~f'I. Jud tt ·\lit.,~ l.o rd rfnal T~hn1q0t"•l. \'om mandf'r Wiiiiam L)'n<"h
1IA,.., .,f 11,.. ~r:u Jud11h !ll('('nnn~ll IPf•'fll'rl \·t . l'r t Pr Nu""z 1Pn-fr!l..<iWl't...,I
Jll"'Sf"•Tl'<•lulil\·1. !l""'a rd Sol'1 on ~Land L' ~1 . and Jncle:r- 1.0w1J We l'h 1T rl a l
Tf'f'hn11111rc1
Nr"' ~r• l •mt" m~lnK'1on al"" F. l:unr- Alr-!latKk>r •1.f'll:a l Wriliftl!I . Willi:tm
R:ulr \" ' rnal Tf'"('fm1'1Ur-<1I . •Judith f<N"f' l\,1"1!;'1 1 Wrl1ml[•. and Rr~n Mlt"41aM11
rl .•·I! , I\\ n l1 ne• \' ,. aJ"'"""l"lm tnf' II.i r k l rt>m h r irf 1...
/\rlin rif'I Pr-"4'~ ("
lhl('h ~ r r,.,1111·111 ;,ml S tanl(''<" IJ"l[ro bo•l h ' "a('l1me. ll11~mrc.~ l ' lamu ne
.
.

w,.,

~ff:}}:~~~~;~f:~~~·J'.i~ ~:~~·~~52,:i!.~:!~;~Et2~t~
Jf.,r·h•· \\ .1111! ~nrl 111.,· ,.rlf a 1wt n,· ,\djunrt l 'ntf.....,!<•lf"C I lr ,..,.rnl . Marttn a "'1 Willi.;

~be

;:7;~: :u::.,~d;.~ =~::

ofli•ldw0ftr.1nth111•1•of1-. Stuct.n11

th11+-e~ noi:con10t1ueltit

L1w111,...,,...,.....lff~

yHf. Ahk()uch 11..P. bcMrd of
lru•t•,.. n ...,.u n tar;vl"'
m f'mhf'" in d u o1v e r111r
1dmmn1u100

I d f'•lrf' 10

h~vf'

M'l:r!'l81Y.

,..._den,_r!:"~~

March 1976
February 1980

bu•"'""'

..,.n1leul!'d

.f'f'tl '""'

"4!-<•.

w~ ~llf'IO hll'I d~•dl!'d IO•f"l>gn.

" lwdl....W bir•"''ll"'"ll·but
mt"H>l~
n o t •f'n ew on111 m r
c on1t1c1 al!er It lf•pun,··
Wer-lc'1f'IO'-ir,.,_
In 1971 WKkt1"'11 ame ~
1Ad 1111tft'd lo 1111 ~ OOMlkNI of
_:. .11'".'J·~ .,_ a11..a1aed 10 USO and e-ntw.nced
•·1e1rc lt (O rn rn •ll<"e · · u
dean for liW- viean. ( rne "'' "'•
..;:. ~·· ., f< OI# local •nd natton.i
pr~ would •fqtlt1<". aod
tenure of • I.aw 1chocM
ii •
ii·'·;, ,.. ~ ·" llwadminiontCQmflllftffh..
~he-I !he m•o'f d•'ff"l''ll!'
betwl'!'l!'ft lout ind IM! y.anj. Al
.-\• ·•
... ~~and~ ~rrie 1.crt1n11 ol dlffttf'fll tacu11.,
1hf' end o l 1~ flvor
M
. lt~bll+t,..Wed.ueinhopef.
runn on onie d~. but !'IOI • kt pldm9our l..,..iude'nn. Tifft · : tMmb«IWllMCDOWdftt'deftd
"'" 1old that he could JO on
io teach a nl!'W COUf"M! IOI' firu
diK kKin9 in whirlt cou""' I~·
prOVft !hat h~ ~
iabb.lt>ul for onie .,.e111 II he
rear 11ud1nu c:aillfd An
wouldbel. lheM.B.A.. andM.A.
11traclln1 beuer qualllied .... . If - e ThM ~ ('Vrrl!'ftt
would a11•ee m w:nie" de111 for
lnuoductlof1
10
lu•.
/Thi!'
doutii.
df'll:rM pro~""" -dorfta. Our gfadU"" - • • f1a1"y ,_..,... .,,...., IOI the
'" 1ddi1ional 1nre. ffftl. Thil
lnMltullorl
of
11tt1
courw
Is
tllff
1ie1 up, libef•lin~d i~ • • ret''"I better fQbs. and•~ .1 potlUon, 11-Mtft lhf'fe will hoe an
Kfdi1iooal lhrtt pe"" tennlle'nlattviel
' u u d ln - e imt11u1ed, dlntc: · ,. th8' die - . i i 11attn of USO i kthl!'rent probWm of d i•'<",..ion
nl'I" 11 the end of 1he ~adeornlC
°""ta . . . . . lhe
education ·"'" bwUI ·lnto-• an· <• taw Schoof t>:n lnc:rie1ted > -.._..!how nod1d a1n •od
~II of 1981, 111ft whtch the
W~IF.11.W. ...-1
...,.."f'm,,W.". and a ~ •' enormou•lv. · · • · ·
1, lhlf.ir loUow.,.. {ti •he 5.8.1'
de1n hn d«ldied noc 10
' Whl!'nW.0.11~ocameheo'e• . : afllolwndevek>ped; ""'1!'>~•'"-~ ':WheWllhtheN~O.-f "'t e4ec:'lkwn
ir>diu11on,
1'l1l>ou•t!Wec:\11etn"'_..'a \ -et1...-11edlnttw t!Kl?"Y ' · Wei:bk-lnW11t1ll9'~*'C.yhe bin"' m 1neo11:e fadnti: -fl 1h1'"" mt..... . -il re'
rehnqu~ hft pou 11 dean. he - ~ of USO. Thl!'rewn1 como4!d>- :....In ''-· ~
"'8rw ·f"' .·uY>andthl!'-de•n~1ha1ol • h..rldl.
·. ~
do.-. _pl.ifl-...,.i1onatUW~__:~ in... wpa111e •. f ph.,..ai~111Among~~ ·· wec11Metr1 '-ilf' rti.t V·'""..--Th• oretld•rn af Vt"

·;··;s; :.~,. ~~~.,~=~~=t.:: h.~"'~-!,'::,i:..."°";~' ~~:
'""P· ·

°"-"

t .. ~··

,.-an.

are cllrl'f"ledwall·l~.,..•ll nrvl l 1Vf\I ••

old ll'Mrd 0 ••

Whlle ii hH hc"1 n•mnfrd lhal •'
"'o mni's 1uilf'l faf'1lilir:c a r" n , ,.
rnadt"lU:!tf'. mn~t . ~lude<>1 :c "'II •
plea unt Jy
5urpr 1 ~NI
"''
11 .
prnf~llmnali:\m e 11h1brlt'<1 in 1h1!l """
a ddition In lhl' phvsica l pla..- nf Ii··
USU I.a"' Schnol.
Just a first ~•""P in a l'l'Ofi"•«...
~·i~nrous bmldi1111: prf>0"am for :'
Law School, the l 1SD im1dM'l!san<1 I! ·
San Oiet:o l.q!al Commum1,- <"an t ·
proud of !his addillm •n !hf' 1~1 .·
Sc~.

T"r. SBA : Sun<Mwl lett ro n fht Ron C-¥1_, nnur.r. o I•••'"''""
o.r,,1 Nn.nll r#r V.P. . S.,,- Sutron n""1t V_P., l/lfldO..,.OM!,.,_,,

, maf,. I~ - - . "pended tn
" " " " " ' ' - Im 11'M> dr... m 1'71.
•. thf'l~nculum ·~•. rlw
• " " !~ h1•"6•""''"" 1t a • ..,.
faculty h n dou Dl•d •inc:•
~to ba-cnn..df'tf'd •"""
Wec:llUl!'<n hn bH-n ' -• · The ; """"~ • ruod1d~P' tcw
,......,,.. ol lhk ar• two fold . ' """"'
the powuon a' df'• n ol itut l••
. . . . . . . MU<H-nn Wt ll!A<"h d HI.
Sc+>ool Al1~11h ,, " '" ~ be<f'n
and. 1 bn>.adrr c:urrtc:1..1kllfl
-tbft1twd "'""""'" ti'>f'fe .... 11
of~t'd 10 tlud<enl1. v"" h111e' t
bt 1 n11~ ~•uh tor •
publ>( M!On WH p•odu rt!'d PllOI'
d l!'1n. ' '"""" ..... ~- ort 1"121 Of
10 1,n .
1h" "•"'"" ' "II
wh<o1hfl ,...,.. .i... n ...u "'"""
of luvltv loacH u u w-d by the
lrom lhf' ru.,,..,, ll("ut1v al USU ,
inCt<"ate o/ p<Ol..,.w..1. morl!'
h o l"'°' w,,.,,..., po.,,i.·
II
1;me •H • llowrd /Of publt('...
!~re •I 10 hi' 1 n auoo,....-Jf'
lio n which h n 100• .11ed
w 1111::h. p•oc~•n.,. """' h"ll'"
ltlfmen dou1lr. Ol1tin11u11hf'd
within 1~ n...t lwo mo01h1 ·
prof~
'<vch H k.l!'ft- lh
~lhit'lllf'IObe f'onmlf'ff'<'I

roll!' K d P•ro of USO Schoof of

•r•,,,.,.,.

'1!!

out°"

~_'7.,_1=;.~~~;:-=.::.:::.::::~.-~~ldWis.,.~::-=;,~~c=~·= '!:;~.~~~:=',;:".!;::;=:

ilni~triiir Iii

san iiicgo ilw 5ciiooi

Motions

AftM' .._. yl'ar on tho! inf> as yovr De-an. I feel • bit ml'lt"e C'flmft>111ble and
Cr>flfirll'nl lt1 wrlenmi"" :nudf'nts 1nd tacully 10 lhf' 197:M4 ac1demic yll!lr 11 USO
51':lw1ol nl Lav.·. Cnmlonabll!'. bec11use f nmt" am bt-tliinnina; tn fttl 1 part r( San
D1ren .imf lhf' l'n1•·f"T"'!1ly . I r11n~olrnm lhe l..a w S<'hnol lo lfolf'I Circle wilhoul a
dcluur hy w a y <'14 F:I C'ajnn, I know !ht! dirre renee betwt"t'n USD. UCSD. and
('~l1~ 0 . I rlOf'I r>~nftUUftC:I' I.a Jolla U•dJ-c:k 1n-~f}f)• wrthoulbCl'ilWC'Oft9C"tOU•Of
11_~1' •htff'rrnl ··.J" Jnund!l. _I hu°" discow~red thlll Rl:t<"ks 8HC'O his mOt'e In dn
"!rh :ck1~ lh1n rhe-' rnlnr I ~. •nd I knnw la w 11tt1dt"nlll e•l •l lhe Wr1ts nnf ti~
~1rz Tin~ ~·HI km"'.''INfl!!C" h11s hl'lped ff'f'd mr fl'f'lin1: of r.rinfidmce. bu!. mnni:
1mr-1 r•anc. n1y c.nnf1dt"nee- :cte-ms. frl'lfn learninl! fi~lhand tha r I am .,...f'lC"l'>fl11fU!
J;~'~.11 a':;i;.1)~~~~~;:~ •1lh 1n ll'IC'ttlsml!ly good facully, all.Iden! bndy.
flurmtt ll•i~ P."1-~ t rrar we havf' •!tempted to cOTJ'lltn1t:I an e-Yen hii;!heT' qualil v
IM!al l"flnr :.1u•n ~tructure nn OUT sound foundatif>n. Wllh Law Scllllf>I """"llmerit
;U .i n :ill timt' hil!h. we- hB\'P been ahle In Sf'lect our enlf'rintt s1\Jdeon!S '"'"' lhf'
l"P "Zn J'l("rt'mt nf applicants for law schnot Our a ltrilion rate amOlllZ fir.iii vear
s tuftt-o!ll bst Y"ar 'l\'B!l theh•'Ol•H t lnhistm;o-. Thill dpmnostn1es I hat our stutk-nts
arl' ~h:ifll"" or II~ first year inslrue"ton' axes are duller - or both - and a lso
~~~s'~.;~;"'lmue our unprec:endented !(n'!Wlh lrom B70 students la!U year ' "

Clinical Courw Comoorwnts w•ll he
i.rn.<lle< ctinic:lf P<09'..,,.., 10 P<O..<de
li1k:lwo rlc relafHlq 10 c.ot lain n•U•r>q
coun<r1. The m.tdllit1 enroH.O "' 1twi

brkon•o6od

11aclla In prnv1rie llw m;u""" " ' ·
privacy Allll'I to bop norN;I """h fl·•·r
libc"an·

lrtaddi1oon101h1 Civilli1i~1,.,... arod

m. Crim1....i Junroe lo1e<o,..;1K. olhtr
io lflr01h•1K mll\I !Jr m.t! .,...,1.a.11 !tom
tuch 1<..t 11 Real· P•~t'!'. EU•I•
P!lol't<>q llfld Pr"Otl•t1,8u...-P1.."1oq,
e...,,.onmental L - llnd hmoly ~.

LH• wt'l'll U....tn DonMd I .
Wf'fhl"'n lomulho . . . -...-ed

HC:<'Vldn.......... 1mar1ly di v1df'dtn-

I~

P91".-kit1ali9idpl_...m,....,..c:h
would be oo• of tr.• c u,.eot ,
n"qhDO•r.ood OJf coll"" dmics. • pi.iblic:
1oll? m qowmm.,t ...,.... or
prNat•l-ollice.

the woolsack,

School Expands
ill far 1upennr In

tiafl of Lynch ,

lo .•ld•"Of'I 10 -

School of law

The Kn111:h t1 ol Colu m bus u n d«"lrra dualf' hbrlnr has bttn Llkl!'tt
over by IM Llw ~hool This m'"'f'
expands !he pny1"nl plant nl Ute" Law
SdwwJI lo''"' Du1kljn«.c.
The third
nl 1hfo m a in builrfin(
nnw sul'f'li~ thM't' da~'lrooms. 1... 0
sermnar rnr>ms. !'JWl<:tnu11 ~•udrnt
lnuntte. and a Sttll"S 1~ farullv oth~.
The lll'W l..:lw Library. locaied
apprmumalf'iy 50 ~arcis from •h~

••tn

' '"'"'"' '"'""""trllw t.,P-..:f'fl'<thamot"I

The Woo/sack
The Unive rsity of Son

If .lfw

d •n•r<tl OfO. ...,.. <I
f1oal
a"'""~AI l"V II>• IK\JITV "'•currant OM
'""' """'rhorlo•v d•nic.,.._Clinu:al
P <nuf>\!!°d

procedure. cnmmerdal law..
contr1cts. corporations.
tqu1t:v. jurisprudence. lt"a;al
blbliol{raphy. ll!a;a l mechod.
ne11ot1able
ln11 ruments.
pleadlri•. sale!. tauUnn. and
trusts
The DHn Ms also bttTl
1ctlve in many di!lllnttUi!lhr'd
positions
on!Side
the
da5'1room. For e"'amnle . in
\ qsg he wat llflflrunlt'd lo the
American Bar A~~o<"l~t inn
Spec11\ Com millee rin th e
feden l Rult"S of Cid!
Prnce-durf': he !l"'n·ed :is 11 n
arbitratnr in tilt! Los Angel~
and Sin IJ!t'f!O arl!a:c be\ll:l!"!n
19fi7·iO: in 1%11 he wo ap.
pointed lo !hi! N:il iomil ta l>or
Pant"! of thf' :\1nerir:in ,\ r
~;·~:i1 • "' .\ccor:111i,.n :

!tylt1Bru11m1n

TMll"'°""'_......,....,UPIO~~

g• ~H tne ( lil'ic o<oqr...... '-"1 10 DI
~•tl""'"'nq •1>d·dwenofv1oq nt!fll YI. .. Tl..
-"""'""'"•••..,111.mattolu.. lha
d Ull(31 IT,,!tl>c>d"IDCIV wllh fn. ltltndard

Sinclitico Departs from USO;
Becomes Dean at Puget Sound

~larrh

.

f\lndl from• ClE,l't

-

uhrdulrrt '"~in f'rirlay.

by Bill Woods
The rnl" c>f fhl' law 'lludt'nl

,...,,11,.,

the wo'o lsaek

USO Co-Hosts
Regional Conference
\\'~t~n

Moow-'

ol f hl'""1 "• F -..4d '"

lelt1<nQ tn •t. G~"'""
~-e"~'"N- 'l'"'•Ci1v

101dw1,
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8u1ot11vn. r"1 """ onor .-,1 ~ ' '"'
11iUrT'I01tJn,.t••n U"lflfl't't >I " "''W IOI 1,. .,

"°'!Ni b<und't ;,. 1r..

L<>w !)un Oo1llld T.
··~·•~""''" _.,,..,..,• .JSO P,.,..tn.nt AuU-
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Immigration 1 ..
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VolutM I, Numbet 1

·Krantz
to leave Law School
.
dl end of .'86-87 year

Paris Agrees With Bert
~

The 11tudf'nts a nd tacully o( tM first
annU1l lnstitule on International and
Cnmpantive Law. sponsnr'f'd by the
Unh·ersily nf S an Dle11:0 in
C'l'lnperall"n with !he lns t ltul
C.thnl;que de P11ris, have returned
Imm • 151JCC't!S\lul sumtnf'f' nf s tudy in
Pans. This umQUf' prrcram. Ille finl
oppor1unilv for f: nJt:li~h·:c~1kln•
studen1s to s tudy internatinoal and
cnmpanliv-e- law in lhe twart o( P aris.
~chi
lnte!Mr 111tuden1a trnm
s~ven cnunlries. in·
cludin«
six
USD
~1udt-n1s : This
in·
terc han«e
of
in·
tcrnauonal views was

Included am..,.,. lfw 1lUP'st k-<"luri
WettPrnfl!'!ISor Michae-1 <".-.d<ln of •
Univenily n f F lorida. ~k1rt11
jnlnl ,v entun"S betw- wesw-rn f1r11"
Ind CHl!'l'TI E urope: p~ II •·
Pl•IMnt nl ll~Univtts1ty.., I ~ M.11
nn 1tnvemmenl eortrnl nl t:111rr F"r••1•

ll'lf'

('ntJf'Sf'!l

hy facul1y

~:~~ l~;~~1~:::'°P11~:~·:
1lein .

'°""""

l.awlon<JI llW Qllf'f'""
l ' ni\"Pf'Slh'.
~p!'akiM
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Prnfessnr
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Srhlf'smllet"" nt C'omell:
F.urnpean
C om ·
munilies Law. hy
Pl"nfe-:csor
llft'bforf
1.az....nlSan f>tf'le<'I: l ntr-ma rional Trad!" and
lnVHl~I ll~uU.tinn. hv P rnff!!l..oUT
r~r1 f'\ilda of Tl"l.1111: ~ nd Pi1blic
h1lttnaunn1I I.aw . hv Prnft"uror

cnrnmnn ~'"' : ,,
n1urif' K"H••·. par" ·
in CIP1rr . G nU!;•
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1 ~ 11n
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USO assists Israeli Constitution
Inaugural Motions
October 27, 1987

raris.nn ' "" ora-ctieoo n1 i . . .,. p .,,
our sludf'n" "'""''" l'P't?I""' t,.,· ,
FrPne h li ke .v ••lti"ll'. di.-itar,,..
Durnlll: a v111t In Cfw f'alan _. J lf"1 •·
cnndu<"tf'd b,. 1tW1r1I MaotrP ~ .........
J1 c ob. thrv • •f'f"P. rttf'r...,..f ·' '
l':'<'orlt'd hv •hf' Rat.......,."' ! 'Iii ·
tl>e pr""1°"'11 of thMr t-.ar " - " a .,...
Wht"nthf'V ltlUl"f'ftlhf' L~t""

Palarl' ind 11'1" f-' '""'<'h ...._.,.. 1•
"'""'ll:Tf""'f.-dbvll'l" ~· kf' P~11

ll ip ~a re a nd lllf' 0 ...-f flu • Jbt nrt
! ~It' P N"'idml ~ I !ht- ('...,.._ d F-· 1 •

wmoolsach

The University of Son Diego School of law

Jlf"Nilri·

rn11lllncl~fo: nc1 ·

mnrn•nt5 al lllf' lm l1tul l"aHW'h0t1f'. 1
cl•>rl w:t!k from tti. l u :'ll""'"'"'rt

•

forr 'I

.,.,.

cnrpl•l"lll'

;,nrl 11...

··1.11!::: ~1

in~lmft'lt•franr ·
PrnlPU<>r .lo.. 0r'ltll?t

"'ch

C•llJMIP!' Cla<i~f"!'Wt"YTh,.ld <1ur1021ltf'
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T f':itlll .

C8rT'Jfnll: thrtt ~ill,

1;;1rrM-n:<. tllf' t.,,.1ll'Va r'd :oil
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September 1973
April 1975

·

USO Undergoes Academic Facelift

quntlon of why I •m lu vln1," ...,, O ttn
Sh rklon k.111111, ,,.ho hu ""wd Iii! 11.e
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Financial Aid

Seek and you shall find -- funds for school
by J. Nagai

All pre-registration packages will contain important information for students
applying for financial aid. The packages
will include a list of scholarships, application forms, and work-study information
for the summer and for next year. The
following summarizes the application
procedure, available loans, scholarships,
other financial assistance and requirements
for aid.

Application Procedure

To be considered for priority financial
assistance, need-based scholarship awards,
and summer assistance, students should
have already filed .a Financial Aid Form
(FAF or SAAC) with the College Scholarship Service (CSS). Financial assistance is
still available; all documents, including
USD's Financial Aid Application and
applicant's processed FAF or SAAC, must
be on file in the Financial Aid Office by
June 1 to avoid penalties for late processing.

Loan Choices

There are a variety of loans available,
summarized in the following chart. Applicants should check with the Financial Aid
Office for possible changes in eligibility
and interest rates. The Financial Aid Of.fice also advises that the same lender be
used to avoid complicating the process.
Note that the LAL/LSL for 1991-92 will
be available from the Financial Aid Office
in the first two weeks of April.

Scholarships

There are various scholarships available to students with high scholastic averages and meeting different prerequisites.

Academic Achievement Scholarships:
After the first year, three-fourths of tuition
costs will be offered to the top 15 students
in the first- and second-year Day Division
classes, and to the top five students in each
of first-, second-, and third-year Evening
Division classes.

I

l

Private Scholarships: Many private
scholarships are available, subject to availability of funds. Below is a list of those
private scholarships. Information regarding special requirements is available from
the Financial Aid Office or in the Law
Student Handbook. Below is a list of current private scholarships.

Adele Gilam Scholarships
Briscoe Memorial Scholarship
Copley Press Scholarship
Donald and Rosemary Wilson
Scholarship
Gray, Cary, Ames & Frye Scholarship
Gary Shoemaker Scholarship for
Handicapped Students
Hernando Courtright Scholarship
John Winters Memorial Fund
Lou Kerig Scholarship Fund
Michael Mohr Memorial
Athletic Scholarship
Phi Alpha Delta Scholarship
Phillip Y. Hahn Foundation Memorial
Scholarship Fund
Richard T. Mulvey Memorial
·
Book Scholarship
Ronald Maudsley Memorial
Scholarship
S.A. Sutterfield Memorial
Book Scholarship
Seltzer, Caplan, Wilkins & McMahon
Scholarship
Other Scholarships:
Fresno County Women Lawyers
Scholarship
(Check with the Financial Aid Office
for other scholarships.)

WICHE (Western Commission for
Higher Education): Partial tuition grant
is available for students from Alaska and
Nevada. This grant was developed to help
students obtain access to fields of professional education not available in their state.
More information is available from the
Western Commission for Higher Education (WICHE), P.O. Drawer P, Boulder,
Colorado, 80301-9752 (303) 497-0200.

Additional Info

Award of financial aid is based on student's enrollment according to the following:
Fall/Spring Semesters
Full Time - 8 units or more
Half Time - 6 units or more
(No financial aid for less than 6 units)

Additional scholarship information and
grants from organizations not affiliated
with USD can be found in Financing Your
Law School Education, Publications Division, Law Services, Box 63, Penn Street,
Newtown, PA 18940-0063. A nominal fee
for this book will be charged.
The Financial Aid Office also has a
notebook listing outside grants; stop in the
office to see if you qualify.

Alternate Sources

Legal Research Center

Veterans: Students who are U.S. military veterans or the spouse or child of a
disabled or deceased veteran should contact regional Veterans Administration Office
for information.

The Legal Research Center will be cele.brating National Library Week from April
14-20 with a Trivia Contest.

The contest is open to all students and
faculty. Contest sheets are available at the
Reference Desk Monday through Thursday. Prizes will be awarded following the
scoring of the entries.

REPAYMENT TERMS/GRACE PERIOD

Need

Long-term. low interest

·Nine months after borrower c eases to be at least a
half-time student. ••

Need

Only to b e used for tuition costs.

One year after student g raduates or leaves sc hool.

Need

Obtain through banks, credit
unions, state agencies.

Federal/
University

Tuition Credit Loan
(TCL)

$3.200
per year•

University

Robert T. Stafford
Student Loan
Program (SSL)

Up to
$7.500
per year

Federal/
State

Supplemental Loans
for Students (SLS)

Up to
$4,000
p er year

Law Student Loan (LSL)
Law Access Loan (LAL)
Bar Exam Loans (BEL) ·
Bar study Loans (SSL)

$1.000
to
$14.500
per year

Private

Dea n's Emerge ncy
Loan Fund

Up to
$200

USD

Emergencies

USD

Need

For students in final year of study.

SD Ba r

Unanticipated
Need

For stud ents in final year of study
and who are San Diego resid ents.

-

Up to
$750

8:00 a.m. - Midnight

DESCRIPTION

$3.200
p er year•

San Diego Bar Assoc . .
Auxilia ry Loa n Fund

The LRC will be open from 8 a.m. to 11
p.m. from April 19 through May 11. Regular hours will be kept for summer with two
days closed to be announced at a later date.
For students wishing to use other facilities, the University Center and Copley Library have adequate study areas. Hours for
the two buildings are posted in each building.

BASIS OF LOAN

Carl Perkins Loan
Loan Program (CPLP)

Senior Emergency Fund

cises, attending and participating in legal
research lectures, and consulting with students during weekly office hours. The
honorarium for this one semester position
is $875.
Applications are available from Mary
Vicknair or Susan Miller in Room 117 of
the law·school. The deadline for submitting applications is Monday, April 22. An
interview sign-up schedule will be posted
on the door of Room 117 on Tuesday,
April 23. Please be sure to sign up for an
interview at that time. Interviews will be
held Thursday and Friday, April 25 and 26.

Sunday, April 14 - Thursday, May 16

TYPE

8%**

For refund and other information, consult the USD Law Student Handbook, or
the Financial Aid Office.

Legal Research Center Hours

AMOUNT

5%

First time borrowers must attend a
counseling session before financial aid is
disbursed. Those borrowers graduating from
law school must also attend an exit counseling session. Graduation packets contain
information regarding these exit counseling sessions.

.LRC celebrates National Library Day

NAME

INT RATE

Students must also maintain satisfactory academic progress based on a minimum standards as defined in the USD Law
Student Handbook.

Lawyering Skills office offers
legal research specialist jobs
Fifteen Legal Research Specialist positions are available during the Fall 1991
semester. Students who will be in their
second, third, or fourth year of law school
next year are eligible to apply. These positions offer an excellent opportunity to
sharpen research techniques, to increase
familiarity with law library resources, to
make a significant contribution to the legal
education of first year students, and to
develop a working relationship with a faculty
member.
Specific responsibilities include writing and grading sets oflegal research exer~

The Financial Aid Office also offers
other forms of assistance in the form of
grants and work study.
Work Study Programs: The federal
government and USD provide funding for
these need-based programs. Students are
employed approximately 10-20 hrs/wk oncampus. Examples of employment include
work at the Legal Research Center, the
various campus administrative offices, as
well as work in research positions for professors.

Summer Session
Full Time - 5 units or more
Half Time - 3 units or more
(No financial aid for less than 2 units)

Variable
(cap of 12%)
Variable
Rate of '91
T-bill + 3.5%

Six months after borrower ceases to be at least a half·time student. Rate increases to l 0% after first four years
of repayment.

Amount not to exceed a total
of $20.000 for graduate studies.

When student drops b elow full-time , withdraws, or
graduates. Must pay interest accrued during student
d eferment p eriod .

No co-signer necessary; must
demonstrate credit worthiness.
LAL/LSL- 3-in-one applicatjon
(c an a pply for SSL. SLS a nd private
loans w/ this one applic ation.

Six to nine months after graduation cir
withdrawal. Must pay interest accrued during student
deferment period.

Within 30 d ays.

'

•Av erage loan amounts vary from year to year.
**For first t im e borrow ers
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Summer ab~oad offers adven·ture of foreign laWs
by J. Nagai
For students making summer plans it is
still not too late to consider taking summer
courses abroad through USO' s Institute on
International and Comparative Law. The
Institute offers four-to-six week summer
law study programs in England, France,
Ireland, Mexico, Poland, and the U.S.S.R.
Each has been approved by the Accreditation Committee of the ABA section on
Legal Education.
Courses are taught in English by Institute faculty; these courses meet the requirements of the Association of American Law Schools and the American Bar
Association. Each course meets every day,
Monday through Friday. No prerequisite
are necessary to take any of the summer
courses. Credits can be applied toward
degree requirements.
In addition to the classes, students can
take advantage of extra-curricular legal
activities including tours of courts and
other legal institutions, and infonnal gatherings with judges, practitioners, and foreign officials.
The cost of attending the p~ogram is
summarized on the following chart. Note
that the total cost of tuition, books, airfare,
and housing may be less than the total cost
to stay in San Diego and take the same
number of units!
The Institute is not only open to USO
students, but also to other law students,
law school graduates, lawyers, professors,
and judges from different countries.

To apply, complete the application fonn
in the 1991SummerLaw Study brochure,
available from RoOI!l 310, Warren Hall.
Those completing the program will
receive a certificate, annual newsletters,
and placement infonnation on international
law opportunities. In addition, those finishing a program may participate in the
Mentor Program, in which the Institute
introduces interested students to Institute
alumni.
Brief summary of Institute programs
offered:

England

The London Institute focuses on law
relating to international business. This

program offers opportunities to participate
in a clinical experience in business law and
practice through placement with British
solicitors as corporate counsel. There is
also a clinical program in English advocay, offering placement with a barrister.

law and common law jurisdictions. A clinical internship is available.

The Oxford program examines and
compares Engligh and American liw,
providing useful insight to the American
legal system. A tutorial program provides
one-on-one training by preparing papers
and discussing them with the tutor.

Mexico

France

The Paris program .examines international and comparative law, and analyzes
differences and similarities between civil

Ireland

The Dublin Institute focuses on human
rights issues.
This program examines the legal aspects of inter-American relations.

Poland and U.S.S.R.

This program focuses on the legal systems in Socialist law, and the issues concerning lawyers from non-socialist states
in dealing with Socialist countries.

r

REGISTRATION, TUITION DEPOSIT AND TUITION COSTS (Including Books)
NOTE: Does not include Room Costs.
Program

Reg Fee/
Deposit

One
Two Three 4-6 Add'tl
Language
Credit Credits Credits Credits Credits Course Charge

Dublin
200
600
775
London
200
900
750
1.100
Oxford
200
900
750
1.100
Paris
200
900
750
1.100
Mexico
200
975
775
400
Russia/
Poland**
*For up to 6 credits.
**Cost= $3,600 including room and partial board.

975
1,400
1,400
1,400
l ,200

250/crdt
300/crdt
300/crdt
300/crdt
300/crdt

Tutorial Clinic
Charge*

2,900
85/Course
85/Course

2,900

Judge Huffman selected
Professor of the Year
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Continued from Page 1
was actually going to be a school teacher
when I went to college and majored in
history,'' commented Huffman. ''Then I
decided to go to law school instead. But
once you decide you want to be a teacher,
it probably never goes away.'' Huffman
has taught at USD since September 1972,
a year after moving to San Diego. Huffman
commented, "USO has grown from a pretty
nice place and school to a first-rate law
school. There's no question that there' s
good quality work being done there.''
Currently, he teaches Criminal Procedure
I, but Huffman has also taught Criminal
Procedure II, and Criminal Law. He has
also been active with the USO Institute on
International and Comparative Law, teaching in Guadalajara, Oxford and Dublin.
Because of his current judicial responsibilities, Huffman finds it difficult to participate to the same extent he has in the
past. Huffman remarked, ''for me to teach
in a foreign country and be gone from the
courts for seven weeks requires a little bit
of advance planning on.the orderof several
years:·• He expressed a desire, however,
to participat~ in the program in the future.
In addition to time spent in the courtroom and classroom, Huffman usually
supervises a student law review project
and one or two independent study projects
each semester. He also recently spent a
few hours with the USO Mock Trial Team
that placed third in the country at a competition in Chicago. Huffman especially enjoys
the interaction he has with his students.
Frequently, many of his discussions after
class wander into the parking lot. ''One of
the nice parts of teaching is the chance to
be able to talk with the students to let them
know a little about what I do. Certainly, it
adds a people dimension through the participation. In judicial work, because you
are removed, judges have to step back and
be more in a receptive mode.''
Huffman smiled as he commented on

balancing this busy schedule. "There's
probably not enough time, but usually the
busy people are able to find the time.
Fortunately, in this job [on the Court of
Appeal], because the actual in-court time
is limited, if I want to see a student for a
while in the afternoon, I can do that here.''
With the world of litigation rapidly
changing, Huffman foresees "a vastly
different judicial system as time goes on
because of the continuing problem of lack
of resources." "We're going to become
more subject to processing time pressures,
with greater control over the trials themselves. I hope that it doesn't happen that
we lose the ability to get to the important
issues.''
A number of students frequently converse with him about a litigation career.
Huffman suggested that the first question a
student must ask is ''Do I really want to be
a litigator?" "It's nice, but do I want this?
What is it about you that makes you think
that you like, essentially, fighting with
people and being argumentative enough to
be good at it?" In addition to the obvious
classes such as evidence, criminal procedure, criminal and constitutional law,
Huffman suggested that students consider
courses like scientific evidence, advanced
trial evidence and those developing advanced litigation skills. Huffman plans
continued involvement with USD's students, both in and out of the classroom.
H~ also feels he has ''a great position''
on the Court of Appeal and plans to be
doing that ''for a number of years.'' With
Judge Huffman's seemingly unending
enthusiasm and devotion for his dual roles,
undoubtedly, "Professorofthe Year" will
not be the last honor to be bestowed upon
him. •

Editors Note: The Professor ofthe Year
Award is tentatively scheduledfor presentation at the 1991 Graduation Awards Ceremony on May 24.
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Handbook ·· Must read for corporate communicators
by Charles D. Hrvatln
Corporate Communications Handbook: A
Guide for Managing Unstructured Public Disclosure In Today's Corporate Environment.
by Wesley S. Walton and Charles P. Brissman.
Published by Clark Boardman Company,
Ltd .. May 1989. 620 Pages. ISBN 0-876332-6912. Price: $85. For ordering information call 1800-221-9428.

In this day and age, corporate communications issues span the length ofan ongoing venture from the public relations office
to the office of the general counsel. The
requirements of disclosure, whether structured or unstructured, needs to be considered as an attorney or as a corporate officer.
With today's attorney playing many
roles in the business world it is important
that he or she work inside the specific
infrastructure in which he or she exists.
Knowing the ins and outs of the legal side
and knowing which tools to use will assist
the corporate managers, attorneys and
corporate communications offices in determining when and if disclosure is necessary.

Corporate Communications Handbook:
A Guide for Managing UnstructuredPublic
Disclosure in Today's Corporate Environment is one such tool that acts as a good

gauge in helping the corporate communications network make such determinations.
Part of the Clark Boardman Corporate

Management Series, The Handbook takes
a l?ractical look at the area beginning with
a brief background of public disclosure;
the requirements of structured disclosure;
the ways and specific vehicles in which to
implement unstructured disclosure and their
legal and logistical frameworks.
Oftentimes attorneys and lawyer-types
forget the uses that press releases and public
communication can serve. The authors have
designed the book, in their own words, ''to
be a one-volume resource for the managers
charged with the responsibility of managing their companies' unstructured disclosures to the investing public.'' It seems to
meet. those needs.
Split into five sections, The Handbook
exits the overview and attacks unstructured public disclosure from a legal perspective. The third chapter focuses on the
''nuts and bolts'' issues considering the
internal organization and the particular
mechanics of discl_osure.
Chapter Four applies the principles set
forth in the previous two chapters in explicit regions. A sampling includes: the
Financial Difficulties in regard to Fin~n
cial Information and Relations with the
Investment Community; the Waiting Period Concerning Offerings of Securities;
and Environmental Regulatory Matters.
The final section is an extensive appendix compilation. Not that we haven't seen

enough cases through law school and won't
read enough later, there are printed opinions pertinent to the topic and referred to in
the body of the text found here.
The appendixes also contain a sound
selected bibliography, forms that certain
disclosures should take and examples of
unstructured disclosure. These ex~ples
are a good foundation for producing press
releases for specific actions. Examples range
from routine and projected financial information; offerings of securities; changes of
control and other extraordinary transactions and Rights Plans. These Rights Plans
address adoption, amendment, antitakeover measures, stock repurchases, litigation, management integrity and personal
matters as well as negative news~ ·
All together, I see The Handbook as a
valuable asset for any corporate manager
who deals with the disclosure of corporate
information. As one who has background
in the communications field,,J find that it
would be very useful and efficient having
a handy one-volume sourcebook on my
bookshelf to deal with preparing and issuing press releases or otherwise making
disclosures as well as their legal consequences.
The authors accomplished their goal. I
recommend this publication to anyone going
into business on their own or anyone dealing with companies on a communications
or disclosure level.

Bankruptcy book makes it as good research assistant
by Rickey J: Cordwell
BANKRUPTCY LAW FUNDAMENTALS, by Richard I. Aaron. Published by Clark Boardman
Company, Ltd. November 1989. Approx. 560
Pages. ISBN: 0-87632-432-4. Regular supplementation. Price: $85.00.

Whether you are an expert or a novice
on the subject of bankruptcy law, you will
find th.is book helpful in your practice.
From the very beginning, Professor Aaron
provides the novice with invaluable information in the research guide to bankruptcy
law. This research guide provides the
basic reporters, services and statutes required to understand this field oflaw. In a
mere six pages, he gives the reader a sense
of how to go about researching a topic by
statute or case law. He also explains some
of the practical points to consider in your
research.
While the abuses of the system are
acknowledged, Professor Aaron demonstrates that Congresses' major concern was
to rehabilitate the debtor, not to avoid
creditors' claims. He explains this as a
moral dilemma that every attorney faces in
the practice of bankruptcy law. His explainations of the options for the debtor
give the attorney an easy to follow path to
help her clients to decide what type of
bankruptcy should be, filed. The main
theme of bankruptcy law, according to the
book, is to make the debtor a useful member of society and provide her with a fresh
start.

-'1

While the book is not a casebook on the
subject of bankruptcy law, it does provide
ample citations of major case law and
some statutory interpretation. The book is
divided into fifteen chapters, covering
chapters 7, 11, 12, and 13 of the bankruptcy code. Each chapter gives the reader
specific guidelines or information on a
major topic of a bankruptcy issue.
After a brief overview of the elements
of bankruptcy in the first chapter, Profes-

sor Aaron guides you through both a voluntary and an involuntary petition. This
tour consists of the eligibility and venue
requirements for filing the petition, fol- ·
lowed by the process of initiating a voluntary bankruptcy and finally an involuntary ·
bankruptcy. Professor Aaron seems to
easily unfold the complex statutory scheme
and thus, demystifies the foundation of
bankruptcy law.
The book in the next two chapters disseminates indepth coverage of the court's
jurisdiction and the court's role in bankruptcy proceedings. Here, Aaron identifies the Court's power to adjudicate the
case and the power to stay creditors' claims.
As he reveals the bankruptcy personnel's
roles in the process, one can understand
how the system works and the problems
with the system. The knowledge of what
power the court has and the review processes, tend to help the novice explain the
process to her clients.

The balance of the book includes the
topics of reorganization (business and
individual), the adjustment of the debts of
individuals and special requirements for
the family farmer. Chapter 12 of the book
is devoted entirely to the business reorganization. It provides the reader with an
extraordinary simplification of the reorganization process. However, the reader
will need further reference to carry on this
complex area of bankruptcy. The same is
true for both the individual and family
farmer sections of this book. However, the
complexity of the bankruptcy laws in this
area would require a multi-volume set to
provide all the information for the novice,
in these areas.
The only shortcqming on this subject is
the lack of actual forms or examples for the
novice. The other problem is that the book
does not provide a listing of exempt property for each individual state. These statutory exemptions could provide invaluable
assistance and an easy reference for the
reader. The language and style of the book
is easy to follow and understand. Each
topic appears to be covered well and provides sufficient guidance for the.reader to
understand the subject matter.

The next five chapters cover the automatic stay, the bankruptcy estate, and the
handling of the estate. These chapters
furnish the primary information of a bankruptcy practice. The novice will discover
all the necessary tools to apply the law
Overall, the book is well written and is
both defensively, as well as offensively,
a good reference source. The ease with
for her client. She will discover how the
trustee administers the estate, and the book - which one can become familiar with the
bankruptcy code, case law' and processes,
is an easy reference as to exempt property.
make this an excellent source book for a
The clear and concise chapters on the
student or general practitioner. This book
trustee's avoiding powers and how the
is a must for those longing to become
claim is discharged, provides an excellent
proficient in the field of bankruptcy law.
reference for anyone.

Security blanket for
motion practice
by Charles D. Hrvatin
Motion Practice, Second Edition. by David
F.Herr. Roger S. Haydock. and Jeffrey W.
Stempel. Published by Little, Brown and
Company, October 1990. Approx. 700
Pages. ISBN: 0-316-35174-1. Regular supplementation. Price: $95.

. At first glance, one can tell that this
book is an invaluable resource for the
motion practice attorn~y. Rather than the
usual expectations of such a publication,
this book gives a most comprehensive look
at motion practice.
· Each piece of motion advocacy is meticulously dissected to give the reader not
only an overview but an innerview of the
process. What I was most impressed with
was the affinity that arises between the
work and the novice attorney.
The first of the four parts, addresses
general considerations starting with the
scope of motion practice. This section is
most useful touching on the mechanics of
motion practice, the strategic use of motions, motion advocacy, memoranda, oral
argument and ethical aspects of motion
practice.
Each of these chapters is set up so the
reader is able to learn each of the particulars while being able to have an easy reference. The memoranda section appears to
be a possible cure to lengthy hours of
sorting through Lawyering Skills notes,
but since all of those classes are done with
open memoranda, I guess it's too late. But
keep in mind where your practice is going,,..
because Motion Practice moves from the
general to the specific.
The second part is concerned with PreTrial Motion Practice. Chapters here are
extensive but not burdensome. Due to a
concise table of contents it is easy to reference anything from procedure for removal
and remand in the Motions Attacking Jurisdiction chapter to Possible Amendments
to Rule 56 in Summary Judgment Motions
under the Motions Affecting Issues to Be
Tried chapter. Other before Trial chapters
include: Motions Attacking the Pleadings;
Amendment; Transfer Venue or Dismiss
Improperly Venued Actions; Joinder of
Parties; . Offensive Defensive Pleadings;
Discovery Motions; Motions Affecting the
Scope of Litigation, the Trial Calendar and Case Management; Pretrial Evidence Rulings; Attacks Against Counsel; and Court
and Pretrial Motions for Substantive Relief.
One can now take a breath and read on
to the final two parts and consider Trial
and Post-Trial Motions. The trial motions
are fairly standard asking for such action
as directed verdicts, exclusion of witnesses,
mistrial and special requests.
Post-Trial Motions are split into those
available for the victor and those for the
"Disappointed Litigant." The final two
chapters include Motions for Relief from
Judgments or Final Orders and Appellate
Court Motion Practice.
An appendix covering a Table of Deadlines Affecting Motions is present and quite
useful to keep in mind when just sifting
through the normal procedures not including the time requirements.
High marks are given to this book with
a good recommendation to the litigators
looking for a leg up in the motion department.
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Wirtz packs courtroom for Nathanson Lecture
by Kathy Guerere

industry and the compos1t1on of the
workforce change in the years ahead, busiIt was standing room only in the Grace
ness and labor will be forced to deal with a
Courtroom as students, faculty and memchanging view that the worker is not meant
bers of the local community gathered on
to fit the job, but rather the job must begin
March 19 to listen to W. Willard Wirtz,
to begin to bend to fit the worker. When
this year's Nathaniel L. Natharison Memothis occurs, so too will the recognition that
rial Lecture Series' speaker.
work is a human value for all and must be
Established to honor the memory of protected from abuses of industry.
esteemed law professor, Nathaniel L.
Highlighting his list of changes to come
Nathanson, the lecture series is dedicated
is more cooperative relationship between
to bringing distinguished speakers to the
labor unions and management; an unemUniversity of San Diego to discuss issues
ployment system emphasizing training; and
of national significance. This year was no
education to return workers to a changing
exception. W. Willard Wirtz, a Distin- job market, and a more realistic and supguished Professor at USD School of Law,
portive approach to parental and family
provided an inspired and memorable adleave and education.
dress entitled "Human Rights in the Work
. His address was an inspiration and
Place. ' '
challenge to all, especially those of us in
Armed with an impressive list of cre- the legal field, to actively participate in
dentials, Wirtz addressed the capacity
these rapid and dramatic changes and to
audience on a subject that appears to be his
positively address the crisis facing labor
favorite, if not most informed, that is human
and industry. today. He called upon attorrights in the work place. For Professor
neys to forego taking the easy road of
Wirtz the key question facing our country . maintaining the current system -- which
today is how to strike a balance between
pressures management, unions and emwork as a human value and labor as a unit
ployees into an adversarial relation resultof production. He contends that as society,
ing in litigation and large jury awards

(with large attorney's fees) -- and instead
to creatively cultivate industry and its
workforce into a productive and cooperative unit that benefits all.

Wirtz background

Professor Wirtz graduated from Harvard University Law School in 1937, and
began his career as a legal educator at the
University of Iowa. He continued on to
Northwestern University School of Law
until shortly after the start of World War II
when he went to work for the Board of
Economic Warfare in Washington, D.C. A
year later Professor Wirtz was asked to
serve on the National War Labor Board. In
1946, Professor Wirtz returned to Northwestern to teach labor law and related
topics until 1961. During this time he became
a colleague and lifetime friend of Nathaniel L. Nathanson.
Wirtz returned to the nation' s capital in
1961 to serve as the Under Secretary for
the Department of Labor, and a year later
he was appointed by President John F.
Kennedy the top post of Secretary of Labor. Wirtz held this "position for six and a
half years during which time he became .

involved in many important national issues and legislation, dispute settlements,
administration of minimum wage laws and
unemployment insurance; and will long be
remembered for his contributions to the
passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and
the enactment of the Occupational Safety
and Health Act (OSHA).
Following his service in the Labor
Department, Wirtz established his own
law firm where he worked until 1988 when
he "officially" retired. However, he has
been a fam iliar figure at USD since this
time, sharing his views and teaching in the
labor law area each year.
Professor Wirtz ' s address reflected his
usual charm, wisdom and wit so many of
us have had the privilege of becoming
familiar with at USD. He spoke in the
tradition and spirit of the Nathanson Lecture Series, inspiring and challenging all
who attended.
While he will be a tough act to follow,
be sure to look for next year's scheduled
speaker -- Supreme Court Justice Sandra
Day O'Connor.

, Former California Supreme Court Justice to speak at graduation
The Dean's Office just recently announced the speaker and honorary degree
recipientfortheMay25, 1991 Commencement Exercises.
Former California Supreme Court Justice Cruz Reynoso will return 'to USD for
this honor after appearing before a USD
audience only a little over three years ago.
At the time, Reynoso was given an award
by the USD La Raza Student Association
for appearing
at-;.·stat(fwide
that
.- ,
·-· ·- ' - - conference
--

the USD chapter sponsored.
was a member of the Boalt Hall Moot
The Boalt Hall graduate is infamous in Court Board.
California legal circles as well as lay gathThe former justice has a background
erings as one of the ousted liberal "Bird thatincludesanumberofpublicationsand
Court'' justices.
honors. He was a Ford Foundation Schol-·
Admitted to the California bar in 1959, arship receipient; recipient of the Loren
Reynoso made his way up the ranks before Miller Legal Services Award, State Bar of
attaining his spot on the state high court. A California in 1978; and was also a Fellow
graduate of Pomona College, he received during 1989 at the University of Pennsylhis LL.B. from Boalt Hall Law School at vania School of Law.
the Un.i'-;en~i~y
of.C:~f<?!fii.'h
·... - B~rkel~y! ~here . ~-~ . H~ ~as _a~9 au,t!}o~~ed ,a, sulJ_stap!jaj_s~- .
.

~

lection of materials relating to chicanohispanic topics. Some of his early works
included: ' 'La Raza, the Law, and the Law
Schools," " The Legal Education of Chicano Students: A Study in Mutual Accomodation and Cultural Conflicts,'' and
"America's New Immigration Law: Origins, Rationales, and Potential Consequences, Center for U.S.- Mexican Studies."
,

•. .

'Ifte 'University ofSan 'Diego Scft.oo{ of Law Student 'Bar .9lssociation
presents tfte

CONU.RA. TLtLA. TtONS
U.RA.D UA. T:ES !
The USD Bookstore wishes t o
congrat~late the 1991 Law Scho o l
graciuate~ tine£ wish all of you t h e
best i n the f u t u r e .
The bookstore offers Perm.a Seal
services for those of you who
woulci liR.e an attractive way to
m.ount anci cit.splay your ciiplom.a.

When stuciying for the upconiing
bar exam., the booR-store carries a
wicie variety of useful stuciy aicis.

1991 GRADUATION PARTY
Sunday, May 19, 1991
5:30 - 11 :00 p.m.
San Diego Museum of Contemporary Art, Back Patio
700 Prospect Street, La Jolla
Tickets: $10 Prior to April 26 - $15 After April 26 and at the door
Hors d'oeuvres, Beer, Wine, Champagne.
Entertainment includes a D.J. and a Jazz Band.

All students, faculty and invited guests are we/com~ to attend.
Semi-formal Attire:

Congratulations on finals
· and
Good luck on the Bar!
CANEDY AND CANEDY
Certified Deposition Reporters
(619) 231 -0403
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Talent show ends in tie, but loan forgiveness win.s

Holmes, Delaney
share top honors
in 2nd Law Revue
by Luke Sharpe

Rhonda Holmes and Stephanie Delaney
shared top honors in the Second Annual
More Hall Law Revue. The law school
talent show once again raised money for
the Loan Forgiveness Fund at the law
school.
"R.J. Holmes and the Oliver Wendells"
were tough competition for the other participants. First-year student Stephanie
Delaney tied for first and wooed the crowd
with two acoustic guitar pieces and a soothing acapella version of a song to soothe the
pains of law school. Tami Bass' resonant
vocals garnered her a third place award
with renditions of Whitney Houston and
Bette Midler songs.
Becoming the premier law school emcee,
Kellen Winslow was back for his second
year. Clad in a black leather outfit he
probably could have acted as an executioner for bad acts. But The Gong Show this
wasn't.
The quality of the acts as a whole was
worth at least a pass -- that's 75 to me and
you -- but more likely a high pass. Tony G.
returned with a stand-up routine and Jeff
McMorrow brought his Quiet Title guitar
and harmonica performance back for a
return engagement.
The return performance that was probably the most special was once again that of
''The Professor'' -- Grant Morris. Morris
received one of the biggest ovations of the
evening. It should be noted, however, that
may have been due to the fact that he was
holding up a sign that read "STANDING

THE UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO PRESENTS:

MOREHALL

Muhw=
eAAk#R·i'iiiiiiMfiiik<ttD1foWhwa

r-

LAW REVUE

SlUctNT IFACUllY

a

SPONSORED BY THE STUDENT BAR ASSOCIATION

OVATION' ' at the time.
This year's judges had a tough choice
between some very talented performers,
any of which wouldn't go hungry if they
opted out of the legal area. The performers
that is.
The judges were a renowned group in
their own right. Records Office catalyst
Verna Dennehy; Assistant Dean for Student Affairs Carrie Wilson; and Professors
Lynne Dallas, Frank Engfelt and Glen

Spearman all performed their task in satisfactory fashion deciding that it was too
close a call for first prize -- finally, opting
for a draw between Holmes and Delaney.
The top three finishers got to choose
from a weekend at Carrie Wilson's Pine
Cove cabin near Idyllwild; limousine pick
up and delivery at the Red Onion for dinner
for two and a happy hour for 50 at the Red
Onion.

,

~I

Loan Forgiveness Program

Fourth-year evening student Priscilla
Thomer, is the current head of the student
force seeking a Loan Forgiveness Program
here at USD School of Law. According to
Thomer, " Across the country, at least 25
law schools currently have Loan Forgiveness Programs and all California schools
are presently seeking similar programs."
The programs basically tie in public
interest law service for a certain period in
order to receive actual loan forgiveness.
The USD proposal would have a threeyear cooling-off period after graduation to
work in the public interest law area. Law
loans would be deferred during the cooling
stage followed by forgiveness if the individual remains in the public interest law
area.
In order to allow students who want to
obtain employment in typically, low-paying public interest jobs, over 25 law schools
have implemented these loan repayment
programs. As a form of post-graduate financial aid, these programs enable graduates to accept public interest positions by
making monthly loan repayments more
manageable.
The first step of the program essentially
_refinances the graduate's debt burden. The
second step, loan forgiveness, operates after
refinancing begins and once the graduate
has made a significant time commitment
to a public interest position. A USD graduate will be eligible to qualify for the program for three years after graduation.
Sources of funding include, foundations, alumni, local law firms and bar associations. The More Hall Law Revue Talent
Show is USD' s main fundraising effort.
' Money raised from the event will go into
the fund which will await finalization of a
specific loan forgiveness program,
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Mock Trial Team~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

School's top gun oral advocates best in the West

Mock trial team garners awards
at numerous national contests
by Shirvan Sherma

The USD Mock Trial Team took third
place over the 116 teams competing at the
ATLA National Championship held April
5-7 in Denver.
"USD is the top Mock Trial Team in
the Ninth Circuit," team member J.R.
Spangler said. "By advancing to the semifinals and ultimately placing third in two
national finals competitions, USD accomplished in one semester what no other law
school in the Ninth Circuit has done,' '
according to Spangler.
The wins also qualify USD for the
National Tournament of Champions next
November in Florida. Some current team
members plan to help coach next year's
mock trial team for the tournament.

Regional Sweep

The USD Trial Team, represented by
two teams of four students, took both first
and second place at the Western Regional
Competition in Portland, Oregon on March
7-9.
Jennifer Mccombs and Angel Bermudez
were attorneys on the first place team that
went to the nationals. J.R. Spangler and
Carol Wilkinson acted as witnesses.
"It was impressive to watch the case
theories develop. The case transformed
from a raw skeleton to a polished product
in a matter of weeks. In the end, Jennifer
and Angel truly came accross as thoroughly polished, professional attorneys,"
Spangler noted.
The team that took second place was
made up of attorneys Kristin Young and

Jeff Pratt and witnesses Raylene Kelsberg
and Dave Krause.
Team members participate in two trials
a day at the competitions. The attorneys
argue one side in the morning and the other
in the afternoon.
The team argued the same case throughout the regional and national competitions.
Spangler pointed out how the problem is
continuously refined throughoutthe preparation and competitions. He said that by
the time the team went to trial, they had a
strong idea about the themes they would
use; yet at the nationals they were still
learning things about the case.

Critical Skills Learned

Kelsberg stressed the importance of good
witnesses. ' 'Witnesses can make or break
yourcase," shesaid. " In Portland, our two
teams got more into the character of the
witnesses they were playing than any other
team that we went up against. In fact, all of
the judges commented on that.''
Spangler said that the cross examinations are critical parts of the trial for the
witnesses because they can stop the opposing attorneys from scoring points. " The
best thing to do is to get them to ask a
question that they don't know the answer
to," he said.
He further explained that he wore a
badge on the witness stand portraying a
retired fire chief. Trying to embarrass
Spangler, the opposing attorney asked him
why he was wearing a, badge if he was
retired.
In his best hick acc-ent, Spangler said,
"Well, that's a great question son and I'll

Best in the West

Beaming over their successful trip are members of the USD Mock Trial Team that
took first and second place in Portland. From left to right: Jeff Pratt, Kristen Young,
Professor Corky Wharton, Jennifer McCombs and Angel Bermudez.
tell you the answer to that. It's because the
town council thought so much of me that
they retired my number and let me keep
my badge. " Spangler said he "got the
whole court rolling.''
" It is important to know how to be
creative, but ethical. You can reasonably
infer, but you cannot create," Spangler
said. He said that a' 'line is drawn between
a strong, fair team and a team that would'
_
win at any price.''
The experience of the Mock Trial Team
teaches you to work with other people and
sharpen your litigation skills, Spangler said.

Trial team brings home third in
ABA criminal law competition
by Shirvan Sherma

The team of (from lelt to right) Vicki BJair, Raylene Kelsberg,
Carol Wilkinson and J.R. Spangler pose with Professor
Wharton after taking third place in the invitational ABA
National Criminal Law Competition, March 21-23, in Chicago.

" Sometimes you have to decide whether
to make an objection, even if it's proper,
when the judge has indicated that he is
tired of hearing from you," he said.
The two student advocates commended
their advisor, Professor Richard "Corky"
Wharton for taking care of the finances
and the many details involved in traveling
to and from the competitions.
The trophy will be disp.layed either in
the Grace Courtroom or the second floor
trophy case.

Law Review

Mock Trial Team

Photo Courtesy of Raylene Kelsberg

Phot o Courtesy of Rayl ene Kelsberg

USD placed third in the invitational ABA National Criminal Law Competition in Chicago held
March 21-23. USD was one of the sixteen teams
invited to the competition based on past tournament
performances.
The team included Nicola Blair (attorney), J.R.
Spangler (witness) and Raylene Kelsberg and Carol
Wilkinson (both attorneys and witnesses). In the
competition, Spangler played a biker charged with
attempted murder.
"The time commitment was far greater than we
expected it to be," Kelsberg said. "The Criminal
Law Competition problem was the most difficult
because of the evidentiary issues involved," she
said. The team met about four times a week for six
weeks in addition to independent preparation.
Kelsberg and Spangler said the team greatly appreciated the help they received from Professor Lou
Kerig, Professor Harry Zimmerman, Judge Richard
Huffman, Judge Howard Shore and Bill Snyder.
Professor Wharton is the coach of the Mock Trial
Team. This year eight members of the team were
chosen based on their performance in the Advanced
Trial Advocacy class while four were chosen from
an at-large school competition. The members of the
team are: Angel Bermudez, Nicola Blair, Bill Cole,
Leah Davis, Raylene Kelsberg, Dave Krause, Jennifer Mccombs, Jeff Pratt, J.R. Spangler, Leann
Sumner,BradWeinreb,CarolWilkinsonandKristin
Young.
Chosen from the school competition, Spangler
pointed out that interested students should look for
notices in Sidebar and Motions for competition announcements. He also said he had about two weeks
to prepare a small scale case after picking up the
problem from the Lawyering Skills Office.

Annual write-on contest
will welcome students
back from summer

The San Diego Law Review will be hosting its annual
write-on competition for the 1991-92 aq ldemic year just
prior to the start of school next August. Problems will be
handed out on Wednesday, August 2 1, 1991 at 5 p.m., and
are due Sunday, August 25, 199 1at 5 p.m.
All students interested in participating in the write-on
competition are urged to attend. Those unable to attend the
meeting at this time should check their registration packets for an informational flyer, or may pick up a_flyer at the
Law Review offices, in the Legal Research Center.
The write-on competition is open to ALL returning
second-year day and evening students (i.e., those who are
in their first year now).
Please take note: this competition will be the LAST
CHANCE for this class of people to join the law review.
Grades and activities beyond the first year do not count.

-

--Bill Sexton

Journal of Contemporary Legal Issues

New editors and staff
sought by Journal

The Journal of Contemporary Legal Issues is presently
seeking students for staff and editor positions for next
year's publication. Currently the Journal is finishing off its
Alternate Dispute Resolution issue. It is expected to be
complete pefore the end of the semester.
Following in its footsteps is the International Law &
Symposium issue. It features a commissioned article by
-Professor John Norton Moore, Director of the Center for
National Security Law at the University of Virgina School
of Law.
Students interested in editor positions should attend a
Journal meeting. Meetings take place Monday afternoons,
5:00 p.m. in Room 2C of Warren Hall.
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Law Day Mock Trial put on for local kids
ABA Chapter and
Moot Court team up
for Law Day event
by Charles D. Hrvatln
The AB A-LSD Chapter at USD is sponsoring early Law Day activities on April
19 with a Mock Trial for elemeptary school
children from Holy Family parochial school
in Linda Vista. The event starts at 11:30
a.m. with a reception for the Holy Family
fourth graders.
Scheduled to last through the afternoon,
the Community Outreach Program is the
chapter's way ofcelebrating Law Day here
on the USD campus. The Appellate Moot
Court Board is significantly participating
by supplying judges, prosecutors, defense
attorneys and other volunteers.
Law Day U.S.A. was originally conceived in 1957byCharles S. Rhyne. Atthe
time Rhyne was a Washington, D.C. law,yer and then president of the American Bar
Association.
The program came to fruition with a
presidential proclamation by Dwight D.
Eisenhower in 1958. The President said:
"It is fitting that the American people

should remember with pride and vigilantly
First and foremost, the children will
guard the great heritage of liberty, justice have a chance to see how the legal system
and equality under law. ... It is our moral works. This.will demystify the system while
and civic obligation as free men and as · fostering a positive attitude toward the
Americans to preserve and strengthen that lawyers they encounter. Besides also pre·
great heritage."
senting school children with positive role
The purpose of Law Day is not merely models, the program willencourageschool
to have a special day, r~tfi.~r it is to call the . children to set and follow high educational
attention of all American" citizens to both goals.
the principles and practices of American
Advantages to the law students come
law and justice. The day is set aside for the directly in the interpersonal communicadistinct purpose of reflecting on our legal tions area. Students will be sensitized to
heritage; the role oflaw in our society; and the general situation of the community;
the rights we enjoy under our Constitution. this trait which can then be carried into
legal practice, administration, law making
and the judicial system. There is also a
better understanding and respect for the
professional responsibility guidelines for
USD Activities
The specific proposal that the ABA is pro bono activity.
working under provides for an educational
Both the community and the university
exchange program between the University directly benefit from the interaction and
and local schools wherein the children exchange of ideas between the law stufrom the surrounding community will visit dents and the participant children.
the university. The educational programs
Specifically, the program will congrewill normally encompass such areas as gate the children and the law students
trial procedure, consumer rights and drug before a staged purse snatching. The group
then will break down to conduct a mock
awareness.
The goals that can be reached through trial over the incident. The school children
the program are four-fold with benefits to will have an opportunity to watch a trial
the school children and the law students as and participate in the case as witnesses and
well as the community and the University. jurors.

Election

An ABA Program Guide for Law Day
Activities points out that it is also a day for
all citizens to consider their duties, such
as: (1) to be informed on government
community affairs; (2) to support and
encourage efforts to modernize our courts;
(3) to vote in elections; (4) to obey and
respect the law; (5) to support those institutions and persons charged with law enforcement; (6) to respect the rights of others; (7) to practice and teach the principles
of good citizenship in our homes; and (8)
to serve on juries and as court witnesses, if
called.
ABA Law Student Division chapters,
various bar associations and other legal
auxiliaries host different Law Day activities. Most take place on May 1, the traditional date set aside. The USD Mock Trial
is set for April due to the i!Ilpending finals
and schedule-crunching that goes on at the
end of every semester.
Besides mock trials, the various participating groups put on a variety of events
ranging from courthouse tours to grand
celebrations. Some special events that have
been arranged or accomplished include
legal consultations, essay contests, a Law
Day Run and film festivals.

* SBA Election Results *

Continued from Page 1

''This ·year's election went so smooth
just because of sheer organization," remarked Charles Hrvatin, 1991 SBA Election Committee Member.
Past elections have not been so successful. Going back to 1973, the SBA presidency was decided only after an election, a
run-off, and then a tripartite arbitration
with then-Dean Don Weckstein.
Last year's election was cloaked with
confusion and controversy. In short, the
polls were kept open past the scheduled
closing time one night which lead to unsubstantiateded allegations that Steve Smith,
the Presidential winner, had campaigned
illegally. Complaints were filed and withdrawn. Allegations of impropriety were
leveled at the Election Committee.
The confusion escalated when the Election- Committee declared a re-vote for the
President position; then decided that the
initial vote should stand. The Election
Committee held a public hearing to explain the controversy surrounding the election. Over 50 concerned studentsattended.
To avoid such problems and controversy, this year's Committee implemented
strict controls to ensure the integrity of the
vote.
Measures were taken to prevent ballot
fraud. For instance, names of voters were
checked with a master list to ensure that
students voted once. Individuals were not
allowed to leave the polling area with
ballots. The polls opened and closed as
scheduled and all ballots were kept under
lock and key until the night they were
counted.
Vote counting was conducted in a more
organized fashion than in past years. The
votes were counted on campus with an impartial observer present to ensure the integrity and accuracy of the results. Illegible ballots were invalidated. ' 'We wanted
to avoid all the snafus that took place last
year," stated Hrvatin.
The members of this year's Election
Committee included SBA President Steve
Smith, Evening Vice-President Charles
Hrvatin, Day Vice-President Mitch Kam,
Treasurer Mark Milstein, Secretary Casey
Merrill and Third Year Day Representative J.R. Spangler.
The 1991-92 SBA Council is currently
in transition with assistance from the outgoing officers and representatives. Each
outgoing councilor will be briefing their
successor on the duties and obligations of
the particular office.

Other Celebrations

ABA Representative
187

Carl Starrett
Lou Ruffino
Miles Weiss
Greg Stuman
Ann Broderick
Angie Moore
Dave Osbourne
Christy Yee
Glen Argenbright

4

Third Year
Day Representatives
Noelle dela Rosa

2 Charlene Galanek

l
l
l
... l
l
l

Marty Kovalsky
Andy Selesnick
Cedric Kerns
Kelli Bull
Jeff Mazur

By-Laws Proposals

Article 16

Yes
No

146

58
48
45

40
l
l
l

Yes
No

144

Second Year
Day Representatives

Second Year
Evening Representative

29 Shawn Skillen
29

* * *

Robert Chong
Danny Rodriguez
Sonia Church
Paul Hora
Kelly Lee
Doug Billings
MarlGamberdella
Matt Printz
Miles Weiss
Dan Kunkel
Chris Devlin
Phil Terzian
Ann Broderic k
Sam Bellma n
Christie Rodriguez
Stephanie Delaney

:

* * *

* * *

Article 15

Hon.or Court
General Counsel

John Wallner
Glen Argenbright
Marc Carlson
Pam Stone
* * *

6

3
2

l
1

:

,~

Glen Argenbright
Carolyn Taylor
Cheryl Forbes
Melissa Johnson
Vince Rabago .
Anne Rovell
Ann Broderick
Warner Broaddus
John Philpott
Marty Jaquez
Simon Silva
Colin Adkins
Terry Kilpatrick
Christopher Miller
Richard Raynor
Campbell Finlay
Leslie Hanson
Miles Weiss
Juan Molina
Joe Parker

27

13
7
4
4

3
2
2
2
2
2
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Honor Court Justices

• Vince Rabago
Juan Molina
John Philpott
29
Colin Adkins
23 Liz Scott
10 Warner Broadus
4
Cheryl Forbes
4
Sue Gerry
* * *
2
Eric Shevin
2
Kristy Kennedy
l
Glen Argenbright
l
Aaron Bowers
Fourth Year
l
Carrie Do b ler
Evening Representative
l
Phil Terzian
l
Mark Gamberella
l
NO BALLOTS CAST
Ann Broderick
l CTo Be Appointed in Fall Semester)
Richard Raynor
l
Ian Lockhon

67
58

~

Third Year
Evening Representative

ft

130
124

CJ6

87
73
27

l
l
1
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
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Courtroom goes cable w-ith new- legal TV netw-ork
Courtroom Television Networlc, the soonto-be-launched nationwide cable television network also known as "COURT
TV," has announced that it will offer two
programming blocks that will involve state,
local and national bar associations, and
other legal education groups across the
country in the most ambitious effort ever
undertaken in the United States.
The first, Citizens Law, will be directed
at a lay audience. The second,/n Practice,
will be a weekend continuing legal education ·program which will serve both the
public and the legal profession. The Network will depart from its weekday format
of the telecast and interpretation of trials to
air these shows on weekends during the
day, when it begins broadcasting nationwide on cable TV this coming July.
Plans for the program blocks were
unveiled, on February 9, by Fred Graham,
the Network's Managing Editor, in remarks to the National Conference of Bar
Presidents at the American Bar Association Mid-Year Meeting in Seattle. Graham
is former Supreme Court reporter for the
New York Times and CBS TV News.

Purpose of Network

With the growing need for legal infor-

mation by the public linked with the continued allowance of television courtroom
coverage (45 states now permit television
coverage) and the recent development of
new technology less obtrusive to court
proceedings the advent of a courtroom
television network seemed logical to its
creators.
The general viewing audience is expected to come from broad based in backgrounds. With this in mind, programming
is targeted for the lay viewer with no legal
experience as well as the practicing attorney.
Part of the idea behind this venture is
taking the courtroom coverage out of the
hands of novices. The network,_in publicity materials, expressed that "media coverage of the law, previously left to Clint
Eastwood and the actors on L.A. Law, will
now feature the real thing explained by the
nation's leading experts."

Network Programming

"In Practice will be lawyer-to-lawyer
talk, but we think eavesdropping nonlawyers will find it fascinating," said
Graham. "I predict that In Practice will
become one of the surprise successes of
cable TV -- a program for lawyers de-

WalkAmerica raises money for
fight against birth defect,s
Lee lacocca, Mark Larson, Hal Clement and Richard Freeman are doing something very important for our babies. They
urge San Diegans to meet the challenge of
WalkAmerica 1991 on Saturday, April 27,
at Sea World for the March of Dimes. The
25-kilometer,walk.--spensored by Union
Bank, raises money to give more babies a
healthy start in life.
lacocca, chairman of he board and chief
executive officer of Chrysfor Corporation,
is the national honorary chairman of WalkAmerica 1991 for tbe March of Dimes
Birth Defects Foundation. KFMB radio's
Larson and television's Clement are honorary chairmen for the Local Walk. Freeman, president of the San Diego Padres
baseball Club, is WalkAmerica chairman
for the second year.
"Not every baby is born healthy. Each
day, 100 babies die. Each day hundreds of
babies are born with birth defects or low
birthweight. Each day in America, a baby
is born with AIDS,'' said Freeman.
"Do something about this problem. Join
our volunteers dedicated to the idea that
every baby deserves a healthy start in life,''
Freeman continued.
Last year 1,460,000 feet in 1,4000
communities across the country made a
difference to the March of Dimes Campaign For Healthier Babies. In San Diego
and Imperial Counties in 1990,88,460toes
crossed the finish line to raise $400,000 to

fund local programs for mothers and babies.
Community programs provide education and stress the importance of early
prenatal care through the Regional Perinatal System, Logan Heights Family Health
Center, the·lfrban 'League of San Diego,
ComprehensivePerinatal System, Council
of Community Clinics and the San Diego
County Department of Health Services.
Local researchers recei_ve national grants
for their important studies of various causes
of birth defects at the University of California, San Diego, La Jolla Cancer Research Foundation, Medical Biology Institute, San Diego State University, Scripps
Clinic and Research Foundation, La Jolla,
and the Salk Institute For Biological Studies, which was built with March of Dimes
funds.
Take an important step to help the March
of Dimes cross the finish line for healthier
babies.
The March of Dimes is a national voluntary health agency whose mission is to
help babies be born healthy by preventing
birth defects, low birthweight and infant
mortality. Through its Campaign For
Healthier Babies, the March of Dimes funds
programs of community service, advocacy,
research and education.
More information on WalkAmerica is
available by calling the March of Dimes at
576-1202. -

voured by the general public, much as the
understand how their legal system works.
weekend television programs for doctors
"Justice doesn't come around in sound
have been watched by so many non-physibites,'' Brill noted. "And we're going to
cians with such interest. And Citizens Law,
show the justice system as it really is, by
supplementing the network's daily trial
showing full-length trials -- and by excoverage, will help the general public gain
plaining them to a lay audience with help
a greater understanding of the nation's
from some of the nation's leading lawyers.
legal system."
It's time we took the camera coverage of
These weekend hours of COURT TV's
trials away from the sound biters and the
programming will present the best of the
tabloid writers and gave it the attention
legal profession's video material providand careful journalism it deserves.''
ing continuing legal education to the naCourtroom Television Network will
tion's attorneys. In addition, it will include
operate 24 hours on basic cable service. It
programming by state and national bar
is a joint venture of American Lawyer
associations aimed at informing the lay . Media,L.P.; Time Warner, Inc.; NBC; and
public about the law and individual rights.
Cablevision Systems Corp. The Network's
Graham delivered an invitation from
board consists of commentators Floyd
Steven Brill, CEO of Courtroom TeleviAbrams, F. Lee Bailey, David Boies, Robert
sion Network, to local, state and national
Bork, Yale Law School Dean Guido Calabar groups to submit programming aimed
bresi, Raoul Felder, Arthur Liman and
at a lay audience for Citizen's Law, as well
Barry Slotnick.
as videotapes of their continuing legal
The Network will draw on resources of
education programs for possible use on In
American Lawyer Media's I I legal publiPractice.
cations throughout the United States, inBeginning in July, COURT TV will cluding American Lawyer magazine, Leprovide live and taped coverage of Amerigal Times in Washington and The Texas
can trials supplemented by reporting from
Lawyer. With more than 200 legal reporteminent legal journalists ~nd commentary
ers and editors throughout the country,
by prominent lawyers. The network's forAmerican Lawyer Media is the largest
mat will enable Americans to see and
legal journalism company in the world.

Bike race benefits San Diego
Mental Health Association
On Saturday, April 27, over 2,000 cycling enthusiasts will line up and "roll
out'' for mental health -- their own and that
of the San Diego Mental Health Association.
The Third Annual Southern Bicycle
Classic will serve to kick off "May is·
Mental Health~Month;'t-a national cam- "'
paign to increase awareness about the
importance of good mental health.
The U.S. Surgeon General has identified mental illness as the greatest current
threat to public health. One in five people
will be affected sometime in their life.
Most professionals in the mental health
field agree that recreation and exercise are
extremely conducive to good physical and
mental health. Bicycling is a physically
satisfying activity that encourages companionship with families and friends.
The Southern Classic features three
courses. Included are a 15-mile familyoriented course as well as 25- and 50-mile
courses forthe more experienced rider. All
courses will start and finish at beautiful
Rancho Del Rey in Chula Vista, site sponsor for the event. Post ride festivities will
include music and enterta!nment, great
food and a community health fair sponsored by Community Hospital of Chula
Vista, Vista Hill Hospital and People
Growers of America.
Ride participants and the general public

will be treated to free blood pressure screenings, -body fat and oxygen saturation level
testing as well as low-cost cholesterol tests
and much more.
All participants will receive a five-color
Southern Classic T-shirt and have the
opportunity to win a brand new bicycle,
amolfg'·otheY1Jrizes. Participant'S are ·expected from all over the Southern California area. Other sponsors for the event inelude SDG&E, the Pennysaver, 1st National Bank, Knoxage Water, KTTY -TV,
Chubb Group oflnsurance Companies and
Vital Impact.
Free pre-ride safety inspections are
available at Bicycle Network locations;
Chula Vista Cycle Sport; Bicycles of San
Diego, Encinitas and Mira Mesa; Hidden
Valley Bicycles and Leucadia Cyclery.
Volunteer services for the event are
being provided by the Naval reserve Officer Training Corps Unit from USD/SDSU,
Security Pacific's Secure-Team, Girl Scouts,
Boone Elementary and other individuals.
Early rider adult entry fee is $16. Entry
forms are available atall Mc Millin offices,
most bicycle shops, or by calling Southern
Classic "Hotline" at 297-2885 for more
information or to volunteer.
The SDMHA is a non-profit health
agency working to promote mental health
in San Diego County since 1942.

Sunday Law/Grad School Mass
·

Faculty/Staff Lounge
Sunday Evenings
7:00 PM

For more information contact
Sr. Carlotta, Campus Ministry,
260-4600 Ext. 4485

+=

For the facts call your local Red Cross, or write:

San Diego/ Impe rial Counties Chapter
3650 Fifth Avenue
San Diego, CA 92103
(619) 291-2620
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Calendar of Events ,

. f

Classified Ads

April 8-18 - More Hall PILF 4th Annual Pledge Drive. More Hall PILF holds its
annual pledge drive on the first floor of the law school.
April 16 - Art Exhibit. ''Place and Presence -- Public Art in San Diego.'' 125:30 p.m. Weekdays, Founders Gallery. Continues through May 26. Free.
April 17-CareerDay. lnformationfaironvarietyof careers. 11 a.m. -2 p.m.
Hahn University Center. Free.
April 19- Business Update Seminar. "Green.Marketing." Dr. Seth Ellis. assistant professor of management. Continental breakfast. 7:30 a.m. Seminar.
8 p .m . Manchester Executive Conference Center. $15.... Health Fair. USD
health care professionals will provide information and health screening. 9
a.m. - 3 p.m. Hahn University Center. .. . Play. "A Lie in the Mind." By Sam
Shepard. A USD student presentation. 8 p .m. Camino Theater. Continues
April 20-21, 25-27. $6 General. $4 Seniors, Staff and Students.
April26-BusinessUpdateSeminar. ''TheGlobal Manager.'' Dr. Tom Morris,
assistant professor of international management. Continental breakfast,
7:30 a .m. Seminar, 8 p.m. Manchester Executive Conference Center. $15.
... Conference. Institute for Christian Ministries.' 'Bereavement Ministries." 79:30 p.m. Hahn University Center. Continues 9 a.m. - 3:30 p.m., Saturday,
April 27. Fee.
April 27 - Dean's Ball. Annual event benefits academic programs. Tickets;
$150 or $300. Cocktails, 6:30 p .m. Dinner, 7:30 p.m. Pan Pacific Hotel. USD
Auxliary Event.
April 30-John Alston, Motivational Speaker, Lecture. Part of the USD Social
Issues Faculty Series, "Valuing Diversity." 7-9 p .m. Hahn University Center.
Free. ... Kay Etheridge Piano Recital in Camino Theater, 8 p.m. Tickets,
Adults- $7, Students- $3 , Seniors- $5.
May 1-14 - FINAL EXAMS.
May 19 - GRADUATION PARTY. 5:30- 11 :00 p.m. at the San Diego (La Jolla)
Museum of Contemporary Art. Back patio, 700 Prospect Street, La Jolla.
Tickets are $10 through Friday, April 26. Tickets purchased after April 26 will
be $15. Price includes hors d'oeuvres, beer, wine, champagne and
entertainment. Presented by the Student Bar Association. All students,
faculty and invited guests are welcome to attend.
May 24 - Graduation Mass. 2:30 p .m . Graduation Awards Ceremony. 4:00
p.m.
May 25 - Commencement Exercises. 10:30 a.m. Football Field.

Run your ad for only $4 for 26 words. Have something to sell or advertise? More reliable
than a packed bulletin board, more than 1,300 law students, staff and faculty read
Motions as well as many in the USD community. For information call: 260-4600, x4343.

FOR SALE

INSTRUCTION

FOR SALE: Bar Review Books: (SMH & Bar Bri)
Very useful for exams. Most subjects. $15/
volume. Bill 544-0123 (dwn).

TENNIS INSTRUCTION:precise. individually tailored methods for efficient. rapid results.
Teacher's background: former sectional
ranking; articles for Tennis and World Tennis;
20 years teaching professional. 223-3928.

ROOMATES WANTED
ROOM FOR RENT: TOWNE. CENTRE RACQUET
CLUB APTS. (UTC/LA JOLLA): 2 bed/2 bath.
washer/dryer facilities, security parking and
building, fully-equipped weight room, tennis/
racquetball courts, sauna, jacuzzi/pool. car
washing area. Total Rent: $950/Month. YOU
PAY $400 + l /2 utilities. Call 450-9534. Mitch.
Looking for roommates? Advertise in Motions
for $4 and reach more than 1,500 students
and in-coming stude.nts.

BAR REVIEW
Fourth-Year Evening Students: If your taking
the California Bar take it from a winner and
purchase your Barpassers course from your
classmate for the last three years, Charlie
Hrvatin. Call me at 260-4600 x4343.
Trying to get rid of bar review materials or
trying to get some or just want info. Place a
Motions classified ad. $4 per 25 words.

WORD PROCESSING
Typing: Very reasonable rates. accurate &
professional (will check grammar & spelling),
will do rush jobs. Call Karen at 448-5831 .
Word Processing Services.
Competitive
Rates. Local to USD. Experience in many
fields. Call Jann 576-8189 and leave a message·

TUTORS
Looking for a tutor or looking for a student?
Advertise in Motions for $4 and reach more
than l ,500 students and students.

PERSONALS/NOTICES
EDITORS/WRITERS: Editors and writers are
needed for Motions. Learn publishing and
gain added experience in that tight law
market.

Piano recital to feature work of Masters
Kay Etheridge will perform a piano
recital, Tuesday, April 30, at 8 p.m. in
Camino Theater on the west side of the
USDcampus.
Etheridge will perform wotks by Mozart,

Debussy and Prokofiev. She will be joined
by Karen Follingstad on Rachmaninoff's
Suite No. 2 for Two Pianos.
Tickets are priced as follows: General
Public, $7; Seniors, $5 and Students, $3.

Tues
Thur
Fri

Sat
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John Ingram ·
Brian Whittaker
The Rugbuns
Karaoke sing along

Guiness Harp and Bass on tap

Robert Drlscoll and Steve Poltz
The Rugburns

2222 San Diego Ave •
1 mile from USO Just south of Old Town Ave•

543-9767

Law School lntramurals Basketball Tournament
A League Draw

Cal Western II
Night Court

I
I

Night Court
Sweet Lawbsters

I

I

Fletch's Revenge

wsu

I

I

Cal Western I
3 Time Defenders
Aces

Jam the Shot
Dribbling Idiots

I

Dribbling Idiots

I

I

I
I

I

Try One
Faculty

I

I

Run &Shoot
Alumni

I

I

Aces

wsu
Lemming's
Law Dogs

I
I
I

I

B League Draw
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Final Exam Schedule
WEDNESDAY, 8MAY1991

WEDNESDAY, 1MAY1991
9:00a.m.

1:30 p.m.

Remeµies
Evidence
Land Use
Tax II
Constitutional Torts

Engfelt
Kerig
Minan
Pugh
Davis

Flt A/B
3B
3A
Ctrm
3D

Evidence - A & B

Peterfreund

3A/3B/Ctrm

Securities Regulations
Arbitration
Computers and the Law

Dallas
Weckstein
Vergari

Ctrm
3A
3D

Contracts - A
Contracts - B
Contracts - C

Wohlmuth
Kelly
Wonnell

3A/Ctrm
Flt A/B
3B/3D/2B

Contracts - E
Prof. Responsibility - E
Article 9
Negotiations
International Tax Planning
Criminal Procedure I - E

Engfelt
Zacharias
Walt
Schultz
Pugh
Huffman

Flt A/B
2B
3D
3B
LI.:S
3A/Ctrm

Criminal Procedure I - B
Insurance
Family Law
European·Community Law

Schwarzchild
Kelly
Horton
Folsom

Ctrm
3A
3D
3B

Remedies- B

Sherwin

Ctrm/3A

9:00a.m.

Administrative Law

Auerbach

3D

1:30 p.m.

Prof. Responsibility - A & C
Prof. Responsibility - B

Cole
Weckstein

3A/Ctrm/3B
3D

6:00 p.m.

Torts - E
Trusts & Estates - E
Partnership Tax
Local Government

Heriot
3A/Ctrm
Spearman
Flt A/B
Bagley
3D
Tarvyd/Conrad 3B

THURSDAY, 2MAY1991
9:00a.m.

1:30 p.m.

6:00p.m

THURSDAY, 9MAY1991
9:00 a.m.

Prof. Responsibility Seminar
Cal. Admin. Law & Practice
Law & Mental Disorder

Wohlmuth
Fellmeth
Morris

3D
3A
3B

1:30 p.m.

Corporations

Wonnell

3A/Ctrm

6:00p.m

Realty Planning
Civil Procedure - E

Oberle•
Strachan

3B/3D
3A/Ctrm

FRIDAY, 10 MAY 1991
9:00a.m.

Tax I
Immigration Law

L. Snyder
Vargas

3A
3D

1:30 p.m.

Civil Procedure - A & C ·
Civil Procedure - B

Bratton
Heiser

3A/Ctrm/3B/3D
Flt A/B

FRIDAY, 3MAY1991
9:00a.m.

1:30 p.m.

MONDAY, 6 MAY 1991
9:00a.m.

Trusts & Estates
Conflicts

Alspaugh
Darby

3A/Ctrm
3D

1:30 p.m.

Federal Jurisdiction

Heiser

3A

~-

,,,_....

6:00p.m
~

r·- · -.,,.-,,: •..:.•·.'•r·

-·

•-.:--

Consumer Law
Bankruptcy Law
Corporate Reorganizations
Scientific Evidence

. Fellmeth
Newborn
Steinhause
Shore

3A
Flt A/B
3D
3B

TUESDAY, 7MAY1991
9:00a.m.

Corporations
Legislation

Dallas
Auerbach

3A/Ctrm
3D

1:30 p.m.

Torts -A
Torts - B
Torts - C

Heriot
Ursin
Morris

3B/3D/2B
Flt A/B
3A/Ctrm

6:00p.m

Secured Land Transactions
Deferred Compensation
Taxi

Lundmark
Wolds
Shue

3B
3D
3A/Ctrm

MONDAY, 13 MAY 1991
1:30 p.m.

UCCI/II

Walt

2B

6:00 p.m.

Criminal Procedure II
Advanced Corp. Tax Problems

Roche
Shaw

Flt A
2B

TUESDAY, 14MAY1991
1:30 p.m.

Trusts & Estates

Smith

3A/Ctrm

6:00 p.m.

Int'l Business Transactions
Creditors' Remedies
Criminal Law - E

Darby
Blais
Roche

3D
3A
2B

WEDNESDAY, 15MAY1991

~>

9:00a,m.

Constitutional Law - A
Constitutional Law - B
Constitutional Law - C

Siegan
Wiggins
Zacharias

Ctrm
FltA/B
3A/3B

1:30 p.m.

Property-A
Property- B
Property- C

Lazerow
Minan
Alspaugh

Flt A/B
3B/3D/2B
3A/Ctrm

6:00p.m

Property- E

Sherwin

3A/Ctrm

Note: Room 2A is the designated typing room throughout entire exam period. (Only
typewriters with no memory capability are allowed.)

Good Luck
to the Class of '91
from
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'Thanl(youforyoursupport!
I have worked on the Motions as Associate Editor (1988-89) and Editor-in-Chief (1989-91) for the last three years and have come to kno'!' and befriend the many
fine people that have helped make Motions a quality publication by and for the USO Jaw community.
My main staff, though small in number, has made the most of the precious few free hours (and some we should have been studying) that we have as law
students.
Associate Editor - Mitch Kam
Business Manager - Tammy Raush

!
J

I would also like to recognize some bodies from last year that helped the paper continue in an upward trerrd.
Pierre Blahnik - Associate Editor
Starr E. Lee - Past Editor-in-Chief
The Contributing Writers who all made their best efforts to get me articles and editorials su/;>mitted before deadline {well, at least they were submitted before
the paper went to print).
Mark Brnovich, Brent Neck, Cheryl Forbes, Jon Ocepek, Steve Smith, Dave Carducci, Shawn Randolph, ·Priscilla Thorner, Rick Cordwell.
The new breed of first years that have helped write this year. They should maintain a high standard of quality in the next two years.
·
Vince Rabago, Shirvan Sherma, Laura Morton, Mary Smigielski, June Nagai and Victoria Black.
The special others that were periodically asked to write something or take photos (since we still don't have a photog) and were up to the task.
Jamie Sternberg, Marcia Walker, John Sullivan, John Altomare, Alena ter Veer, Jim Brown, Kevin Mann, Brad Weinreb, Maria Powers, Dave Steward,
Andrea Nader, Robbie Sistos, Bob Brown, Polly Haisha, Rod Curbelo, Kathy Guerere, Raylene Kelsberg, Kim·Wind and Warner Broaddus.
The administration and staff members that were so helpful in getting information for stories and for generally being supportive.
Dean Kristine Strachan; Pat, Verna, Karen and the people in Records; Kathy Riebel and Kathleen of the Alumni Association;
Carl Eging and the Financial Aid staff; Sharron Colman; the CPIL Staff; Nancy, Brent and the LRC Staff.
Our many display advertisers this year who continue to make it possible to be self sufficient and free up money for the many new and active student
organizations.
Fleming's Fundamentals of Law; PMBR; Mammoth Mountain; The USO School of Law Stµdent Bar Association;
Kaplan-SMH Bar Review Services; Law Distributors; LEXIS; Boston University School of Law; USO Bookstore; Classic Travel;
Josten's; Seltzer Caplan Wilkins & McMahon; Canedy & Canedy; Kelly's Pub; The Bargain Hunter Travel Services.
The professors that actually showed some interest or made some effort to submit stories or story ideas. You know who you are!
And a very special thank you to Doug and the crew at Pomerado Publishing that do an amazing job getting the paper printed and back to us for Tuesday
distribution (Monday, in the case of the Election Issue). Also to Greg Zackowski, Mike Haupt and the other U.C. staffers that put up with us when we worked
in the office well past 3 o'clock {in the morning).
Finally, a personal note to my family and closest friends, who have put up with my strange schedule, mood and eating habits during deadline week {and
throughout school) and who have helped me get through law school financially and spiritually.

Charles D. Hrvatin
Editor-in-Chief

I

